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Abstract 
Although Prolog is (still) the most widely vsed logic language, it suffers from a number of  
drawbacks which prevent it 1¥om being truely declarative. The nondeclarative f atures uch a', 
the depth-first search rule are nevertheless necessary to make Prolog reasonably efficient. Sev- 
eral authors have proposed methodologies to reconcile declarative programming with the al- 
gorithmic features of  Proiog. The idea is to unalyse the logic program with respect o a set of  
properties uch as modes, types, sharing, termination, and the like in order to ensure that the 
operational behaviour of the Prolog program complies with its logic meaning. Such analyses 
are tedious to perform by hand and cap. t~e automated to sorte extent. This paper presents a
state-of-the-art analyser which allows one to integrate many individual analyses previously 
proposed in the l,i;.erature as well as new ones. Conceptualiy, the analyser is based on the no- 
tion of  abstract sequence which makes it possible to collect all kkn6s of  desirable ~rffozl-aation, 
including relations between the input and output sizes of  terms, multiplicity, an~ t,zrmina- 
tion. © 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
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I. Introduction 
Dec larat ive  and  logic languages  a l low the programmer  to concent ra te  on  the de-  
scr ip t ion  o f  the  prob lem to be so lved  and  to ignore  low level imp lementat ion  detai ls .  
Never the less ,  the i r  imp lementat ion  remains  a de l i cate  issue: s ince eff ic iency is a ma-  
jo r  concern  for  most  app l i ca t ions ,  "~real'" dec la ra t ive  languages  o f ten  dev ia te  f rom 
the dec la ra t ive  parad igm and inc lude  add i t iona l  " ' impure"  features,  wh ich  are  in- 
tended to improve  the eff ic iency o f  the  language but  o f ten  ru in its dec la ra t ive  nature .  
Th is  is what  happens  in logic p rogramming wi th  P ro log ,  wh ich  is character i zed  by an  
incomplete  (depth- f i rs t )  search rule, a non log ica l  negat ion  (by fai lure),  and  a number  
o f  non iog ica l  operat ions  such as the test p red icates  (e.g., -ear )  and  the cut.  In o rder  
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to improve on this situation different approaches have been investigated in the recent 
years. In particular: 
+ static analyses, mainly based on abstract interpretation, have been developed aim- 
ing at optimizing Prolog programs,  relieving the programmer  from using impure 
control  features [47,56]; 
• new languages have been defined, like Mercury [61], that improve on declarative- 
ness; efficiency is kept by asking the pr t~rammer  to specialize its code with mode 
and type declarations. 
In this paper,  we look at the problem from a different perspective. Instead of  been 
targeted towards optimizations, we follow the approach depicted in Ref. [54] and we 
show how Prolog program verification (a very demanding soft~are ngineering task) 
may benefit f rom techniques of  static anal'+.'sis [19], as recently pointed out in a more 
abstract  setting also by Ref. [36,50]. 
The aim of  this work is to introduce a tool to verify that a nondeclarat ive imple- 
mentat ion of  a program (a Prolog code) in fact behaves according to its declarative 
meaning (a declarative specification given by the user). This verification process can 
be used also to transform a first (declaratively but not operat ional ly correct) version 
of  a program into a both declaratively and operat ional ly  correct version. 
In order to define such a verifier, we greatly benefit f rom works on static analysis 
of  Prolog programs. The analyser presented here is general enough to integrate most 
automatab le  analyses previously described in the literature. T!~e design of  the analys- 
er is based on the methodo logy of  abstract interpretat ion,  where informat ion provid- 
ed by the user is used instead of  performing a fixpoint computat ion.  It could be 
integrated in a programming environment to check the correctness of  Prolog pro- 
grams and/or  to derive efficiezlt Prolog programs from purely logic descriptions 
[37]. Moreover,  since the informat ion provided by the user is certified by the system, 
it can be also used by a compi ler to optimize the object code. Even though the same 
ideas may be applied to any other declarative language, it is clear that the current 
proposal  specifically applies to Prolog, which is +~de facto" the standard language 
of  the logic programming paradigm. This makes somehow incomparable our contri-  
but ion with respect o works that follow a completely different phi losophy, like the 
ones on Mercury  [61 ]. 
In order to put our  contr ibut ion in perspective, we first discuss the main require- 
ments for a unified (abstract) semantic framework.  
1.1. A complex  analysis,  based  on a number  o f  abst ract  domains  
The nature o f  the informat ion useful for the various appl ications of  logic and Pro- 
log program analyses is nowadays well identified. Nevertheless, no previous frame- 
work was able to incorporate all kinds of  informat ion in a single analysis. A l though 
some authors  prefer to decompose a complex analysis into a series of  simpler and 
independent ones [3], we follow the spirit of  [ 16] where the benefits of  combining do- 
mains are properly discussed. Let us summarize the informat ion the most relevant 
for logic programs that is integrated in our  analyser. 
, Determinat3 ,  and  cardinal i ty  in format ion models the number  of  solutions to a pro- 
cedure and is useful for optimizations, like dead code el imination, and automat ic  
complexity analysis [29]. 
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, ,~#ode information describes the instantiation level of program variables at some 
program point. Groandness ("is a variable bound to a ground term?") and free- 
heSS ("is a variable either uninstantiated or an alias of other variables?") are the 
most interesting situations to detect .,ince ti~ey allow for various forms of  unifica- 
tion specialization. Groundness is also essential for ensuring a safe use of negation 
by failure and is instrumental for determinac]¢ analysis. Freeness is useful to detect 
sure success of unification, which is required by some optimizing t:-ansformations 
and improves the precision of a cardinality analysis. 
• Shar ing  information expresses that the terms bound to different program variables 
may (or may not) contain occurrences of the same (free) variable. This kind of  in- 
formation is needed to ensure that unification is occur-check free, and to improve 
the precision of  mode analysis. 
Term size in format ion states relationships between the size of  the terms bound to 
different program variables. It is useful for termination analysis. 
• Type  information defines an approximation to the set of terms that can be bound 
to a program variable. It allows one to refine most analyses and optimizations 
based on modes. In a verification context, type information is inferred to ensure 
that procedures are correctly called and/or produce well-typed results. Type infor- 
mation is instrumental for term size analysis. 
Mode, sharing, term size, and type information can easily be expressed within 
classical abstract interpretation frameworks based on the abstract substitution o- 
tion such as {10,47,48]. Other kinds of information cannot be expressed within clas- 
sical abstrac~ interpretation frameworks because the latter ignore important 
operational re:peers of Prolog such as the depth-first search rule and the J'fference 
between fail,are and nontermination. Thus, for instance, information about deter- 
minacy and termination is in general derived within specific frameworks more direct- 
ly based on the operational semantics of  Prolog. Nevertheless, such analyses may 
benefit from mode, term size, :rod type information and thus often assume that a pre- 
l iminary analysis based on abstract interpretation has been performed. 
From the previous discussion it should be clear that a complete analyser of Prolog 
programs should be based on an integrated framework. This is precisely what we 
propose in this paper. 
1.2. Contr ibut ion ~" this paper  
The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows. 
1. We introduce a novel notion of abstract sequence which models sets of pairs of  
the foi'm (0, S), where 0 and S denote an (input) substitution and the sequence of an- 
swer substitutions resulting from executing a clause, a goal, or a procedure with this 
input. Abstract sequences make it possible to relate the number of solutions and the 
size of output terms to the size of  input terms in full generality. For  instance, we can 
relate the input and ouput size~ of the same term (i.e., bound to the same program 
variable) wit~o~t requiring any invariance under instantiation. To the best of  our 
knowledge, such generality was not available in previous frameworks fur term size 
analysis. 
2. We provide a complete description of an analyser of Prolog procedures which 
integrates all previously mentioned analyses in a single, more powerful, one. The an- 
alyser does not perform a fixpoint computation but instead it verifies the correctness 
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of  the program with respect to a set of abstract descriptions provided by the user. 
Such descriptions are called behaviours and consist of  abstract s~quences and size ex- 
pressions which must strictly decrease through recursive calls (the analyser only ac- 
cepts terminating procedures). For the sake of simplifying the presentation, we only 
consider a single built-in operation, namely unification, and we do not treat the cut 
nor the negation. We explain in the concl~sion of the paper how to overcame these 
simplifications. 
3. VCe describe a generic domain of abstract sequences whose elements have the 
form (fli,,, fir,./, fi,,.,,, E~,./_,,,,,, E~ol), where fl,.,, describes a set of input substitutions, fl,.r 
is a refinement of fli, modelling the inpLt substitutions leading to a successful execu- 
tion, fl,,,t describes the set of  output substitutions, E .,.r_~,,, is a set of constraints be- 
tv ~.en the size of the terms in fl~,.r and the size of  the terms in ft,,,. E,.,,, is a set of 
constraints between the size of terms in fl~,:/, and the number of solution. T.he introduc- 
tion of  fl,.,:/, allows us to improve the accuracy of  E,.,~t_,,,, and E.,ot, as con'straints have 
only to deal with successful executions. Note that abstract sequences can be seen as a 
way to abstract a trace-based semantics into relations, in the spirit of  Rei" [22]. 
4. We instantiate the generic domain by fixing a particular domain of abstract 
substitutions (for the fl's) and a particular domain of  constraints (for the E's). The 
domain of abstract substitution is an improvement of  the domain Pat te rn  
[47,55] extended with a type component. The domain of constraints consists of sets 
of integer linear equalities and inequalities. Notice that we only consid~ r integer lin- 
ear expressions for size expressions. Based on this instantiation, we describe the (high 
level) implementation of the main abstract operations. 
1.3. Plan o f  the paper 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of 
the functionalities of the analyser on a simple example. Section 3 contains a com- 
plete description of our domain of abstract sequences. The analyser is described in 
Section 4. Section 5 details the implementation of two main operations of the ana- 
lyser in the context of the chosen abstract domain. Section 6 discusses related works. 
Section 7 concludes. 
2. Informal overview: A sample analysis 
2. I. Specification o f  operational properties o/ 'a procedm'e 
Consider the procedure se lec t /3  of which both the usual Prolog code and its 
normai:zed version are depicted in Fig. I; the- latter is the one to which the analyser 
actually applies and is annotated by its program points for the sake of the presenta- 
tion. Declaratively, the procedure se lec t /3  defines a r,:lation select(X, L, LS), be- 
select(X, [X[T], T):- l.[st(T). 
select(X, [HJT], [HITS]):- select(X, T, TS). 
sele, c t (X ,  L ,  LS) : - I  L=[H IT ]  ,2 H--X,3 LS-T ,4  l i s t (T )5  -6 
select(X, L, LS):-7 L=[H[T] ,a LS=[HITS] ,9 select(X, T, TS)to -,l 
Fig. I. The procedure se lec t /3  and its (annotated) normalized version. 
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se lec t ( in (X :var ,  L :g round,  LS :var ) ,  
re f ( _ ,  [ _ l l i s t ] , _ ) ,  
out (ground,_ ,ground list), 
sre l (L_ref  = LS_out + 1, sol = L_ref), 
sexpr(L)) 
l ist( in(L: ground), ref( l ist) ,  srel(sol  = 1), sexpr(L)) 
Fig. 2. Specifications for select/3 and list/l. 
tween three terms,  that  holds i f  and  only if  the terms L and  LS are lists and  LS is 
obta ined  by remov ing  one occurrence o f  X f rom L. Note  that,  declarat ively,  the type 
checking l iteral 1 i s t  (T )  is needed to express that  the relat ion does not  hold i f  L 
and  LS are not  lists. Our  ana lyser  checks a number  o f  operat iona l  propert ies  which 
ensure that  P ro log  actuai ly  computes  the specified relat ion,  assuming  that  the proce-  
dure  is "dec larat ive ly '"  correct .  In fact, it is not  the case that  the procedure  is correct  
for all possible calls. So, we restrict our  at tent ion  to one par t i cu la r  and  reasonab le  
class o f  calls, i.e., calls such that  X and  LS are d is t inc t  var iables  and  L is any  ground 
term (not necessari ly a listJ, t For  this class o f  calls, the user has to prov ide a descrip-  
t ion o f  the expected behav iour  o f  the procedure  by means  o f  the lb rmal  specif icat ion 
depicted in Fig. 2. In o rder  to explain the mean ing  o f  such a specif ication, we view 
the (concrete)  semant ics  o f  the procedure  s e lee  t /3  as a (total)  funct ion that  maps  
every ( input)  subst i tut ion 0 such that  dora(O) = {X, L, LS} to a sequence  S of (output )  
subst i tut ions over  the same domain .  Accord ing  te this v iewpoint ,  the fo rmal  speci- 
f ication descr ibes ( ! )  the set o f  all input  subst i tut ions  0 cons idered acceptab le  (i.e., 
the class o f  calls to be ana lysed)  and  (2) (an over -approx imat ion  of) the set o f  all 
pairs <0, S) such that  0 is an acceptab le  input  subst i tut ion and  S is the cor respond ing  
sequence o f  output  subst i tut ions.  
The  in  par t  o f  the formal  specif icat ion o f  select/3 states that  the acceptab le  input  
subst i tut ions  0 are exact ly those such that  X0 and  LS0 -" are dist inct var iab les  and  L0 
is any  ground term. The fact that  X and LS are dist inct is expressed by the absence o f  
any  possible shar ing  in fo rmat ion  in the in part .  
The re f  par t  o f  the specif ication is a re f inement  of  the in  part ;  it gives propert ies  
shared by all acceptable  input  subst i tut ions  0 that  lead to at  least one result, i.e., such 
that  S has  at least one element.  In this case, the re  f par t  indicates that  the execut ion 
succeeds at least once only if  L is a nonempty  list. The  in format ion  prov ided by th'~s 
part  is essential  both  to s impl i fy the analys is  o f  a procedure  and  to improve  its pre- 
cision: we can treat  separate ly  execut ions that  fails and  thus give more  precise infor-  
mat ion  between ~he input  and  output  subst i tut ions  for  execut ions that  succeed. 3 
Occurrences  o f  the symbol  " ' "  in this par t  o f  the specif icat ion means  that  the infor-  
mat ion  about  the cor respond ing  argument  cannot  be refined with respect to the in  
' Operationally, the literal I i s t  ( T ) could be removed ifwe further estrict he class ofcalis by requiring 
that L is a ground list. This fact can be deduced automatically by our analyser. However, for the sake of 
demonstrating the functionalities of the analyser, it is interesting to consider a more general ch~s~ of calls 
where L is any ground term. 
2 To simplify the not~.tions, we abusively det~ote X0, L0, and LS0 by X, L and LS. 
-x In fact, the re f part does not always describe xactly the set of inputs that succeed, sit~ce this would 
require to solve an undecidable problem. But it does when the s re l  part ensures that there is at least one 
solution, which is the case for se lec t /3 .  
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part. More  general ly,  the user is al lowed to omit  f rom the specif ication all pieces o f  
in fo rmat ion  which can be inferrcd f rom another  part. 
The out  part o f  the specif ication provides in format ion  about  output  subst i tut ions 
(i.e., the elements o f  S). In this case, it indicates that X will become a ground term 
and that LS will become a ground list. 
The s re l  and sexpr  parts o f  thc specif ication are useful to prove terminat ion 
and to predict the number  of  solut ions to a call. The mean ing  o f  these parts presup- 
poses the not ion of  size o f  a term. In this paper,  we assume that it is given by the list- 
length n~zcrn, which is defined by [l[t, tt,,][t = 1 + IIt_,tl and Ilt[l = 0 i f t  is not o f the  form 
It, It2]. 4 
Based on this norm,  the sexpr  part o f  the specif ication describes a positive inte- 
ger l inear funct ion o f  the input terms sizes, which must decrease through recursive 
calls. In this case, it is just  the size o f  L. This  in format ion  is used to prove that 
the execution terminates for all calls described by the in  part. Moreover ,  the s re l  
part o f  the specif ication descr ibes a relation between the sizes o f  input  terms and the 
sizes o f  output  terms and a relat ion between the si: es o f  input  terms and the number  
o f  solut ions to the call. In this case, it says that the input  size o f  L is a lways equal  to 
the output  size o f  LS plus 1 and that the number  of  solut ions (i.e., the length o f  S) is 
equal  to the input size o f  L. Two points are worth to be clarif ied here. First, we can 
see that the re  f part al lows us to state precise informa,~on about  the number  o f  so- 
lutions. ( I f  L is a ground term but not a list, the number  o f  solut ions is 0. Thus  with- 
out the refined in format ion  about  successful inputs, we could only state 
O<=sol<--L_~ n,  since we only consider l inear ( in)equat ions between the sizes o f  
terms.) Second, let us stress that the s re l  part does not describe a so-called inter- 
a rgument  relat ion (as, e.g., in Ref. [30]) but a relat ion between the sizes o f  input  
and output  terms. In this example,  both approaches  are equivalent  since L is init ial ly 
ground.  In general  however,  our approach  is more powerful  because we do not need 
to restrict to rigid terms 0.e., whose size is invar iant  under  instant iat ion)  as we dif- 
ferentiate the input  and output  sizes o f  the terms. However  our  approach  is also 
¢omputat iona l ly  more  expensive since it potent ia l ly  doubles  the number  o f  var iables 
in the ( in)equations.  
2.2. Abstract sequences 
Technical ly ,  the first four parts o f  a specif ication define a mathemat ica l  obiect 
cal led an abstract sequence. "l'hc semantics o f  abstract  sequences is defined in Sec- 
tion 3.3.2. In order to give an in formal  overview of  our analyser,  we present he ab- 
stract sequences cor responding to the specif ications of  se lec t /3  and l i s t / l ,  as 
they are printed out by the analyser,  in Fig. 3. Abstract  sequences conta in  the same 
in fo rmat ion  as the cor responding specif ications but the in format ion  is expressed in 
a form better suited for def ining and implement ing  abstract  operat ions.  We use 
abstract  subst i tut ions f rom the generic domain  Pat  (,~) [ 16,47] instant iated to mode,  
type, and possible shar ing in format ion.  In this abstract  domain ,  the in format ion  is 
4 Th:s  choice is rather  restr ict ive and  related to the fact that  we concent ra te  on lists man ipu la t ing  
programs.  Nevertheless,  the presentat ion  o f  the ana lyser  in the rest o f  the paper  is largely generic. Thus ,  it 
will become clear later on that  more  general  size not ions  can be used. 
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B_se lec t  
beta_ in :  sv  = {X->I ,L ->2,LS->3};  f rm = {} 
mo = { l ->var ,2 ->ground,S ->var}  
ty  = {1->eu~yl i s t ,2 ->any ,S ->any l i s t}  
ps = {( l , l ) , (S ,S )}  
beta_re f :  sv  = {X->I ,L ->2,LS->3};  f rm = {2->[415]}  
mo = 
ty  = 
ps  = 
beta_out :  sv = 
mo = 
ty  = 
{1->va~,2->ground,S ->var ,4 ->ground,5 ->ground} 
{ l ->aDy l i s t ,2 -> l i s t ,3 ->any l i s t ,4 ->any ,5 -> l i s t}  
{(1 ,  I) ,  (3 ,3 )}  
{X->I ,L ->2,LS->S};  ~rm = {2->[415]}  
{ l ->ground,2 ->ground,S ->ground,4 ->ground,5 ->ground} 
{ l ->any ,2 -> l i s t ,S -> l i s t ,4 ->any ,5 -> l i s t}  
ps  = 4} 
in_ te l  = 41->1,2 ->2,3 ->3,4 ->4,5 ->5} 
in_out  = 41->6,2 ->7,3 ->8,4 ->9,5 ->10} 
E_re f_out  = {sz (8) fsz (5 )}  
E_so l  = {so l=sz(5)+l}  
= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =  B_ l i s t  
beta_ in :  
sv  = {L ->I}  
f rm = {} 
mo = {1->ground} 
ty  = {1->any} 
ps  = 4} 
E_re f_out  = 4} 
E_so l  = {so l= l}  
beta_re f :  
sv  = {L ->I}  
f rm ~ {} 
mo = {t ->ground} 
ty  = { l -> l i s t}  
ps  = {} 
Fig. 3. Abstrao sequences for se lec t /3  and l i s t /1 .  
beta_out  : 
sv  = {L ->I}  
f rm = 4} 
mo = {1->ground} 
ty  = {1->l i s t}  
ps  = {} 
expressed on ind ices,  not  direct ly on the procedure  var iables.  Indices represent  terms 
bound to the program var iables or  subterms o f  those terms. For  instance,  the ab- 
stract subst i tu t ion  be  ta_ re  f o f  the abst ract  s,~quence B_s  e 1 e e t character izes  a 
set o f  subst i tu t ions  0 as fol lows: the sv  component  b inds the program var iables X, 
L, and  LS to the indices 1,  2, and  3, wh ich  rep, esent the terms t , ,  t2, and t3 respec- 
tively bound to X, L, and  LS in 0. The  f rm component  states that  the term t2 is o f  the 
form [t4[ts]. The  mo( de  ) component  states that  tt and  t3 are var iables and  that  t2, t4, 
and  ts are ground terms. The  ty (pe  ) component  prov ides in fo rmat ion  about  the 
types o f  terms. In this paper,  we treat types in a rather  simpli f ied way as we cons ider  
on ly  three types, namely  1 i s t (lists), any l  i s t (all terms which can bc instant ia ted 
to a list), and  any  (all terms). Th is  restr icted "'type system" is sufficient o deal with 
s imple lists man ipu la t ing  programs.  The  terms t, and  t3 have type any l  i s t because 
they are variables.  The  ps  component  consists o f  the pairs  o f  indices o f  terms that  
may share a var iable.  Since the pail" (1 ,  3) does not  be long .~,o ps ,  tl and  t3 are dis- 
t inct variables.  Let us now turn  to the components  E_ re f_out  and  E_so l  o f  the 
abstract  sequence. The  first one relates the sizes o f  terms in an  input  subst i tut ion  to 
the sizes o f  terms in the cor respond ing  output  substitu:~oas. Terms are represented 
by indices, but as the same indices can be used in beta_re f  and  beta_out ,  we 
express the re lat ion on the "d is jo in t  un ion"  o f  the two sets. The  funct ions  Z n_ re  f 
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and in_cut maps the original indices to their image in the disjoint union. Many  
equal i ty constra;.nts between terms can be derived f rom the components  mo and 
f rm of  beta_re f  and beta_out  and from the correspondence between the indi- 
ces. Those constra ints  are not represented in E_ re f_out .  Only  "essent ia l "  con- 
straints are represented. In this case, it is sufficient to state that s z (8 )  = s z (5 )  
which means  that  the output  size o f  LS is equal  to the input size of  the tail o f  L. Fi- 
nally, the component  E_s  o l  defines the constra ints  on the number  o f  solutions. As 
for the previous component  we choose to express the constra ints  in terms o f  the "el- 
ementary '"  indices, whose principal functor  is unknown.  
2.3. Descr ip t ion  o f  a succes.~'ftd anai j 's is  
-Fhe analysis o f  the procedure  se lec t /5  accord ing to the above specif ication 
works  on the normal ized version of  the procedure given in the second part  o f  
Fig. 1. We have annotated  the procedure  with natura l  numbers  identifying its "pro -  
g ram points ."  The first work  o f  the analyser  precisely consists o f  at tach ing an ab- 
stract sequence B i to every program point g. We now provide a trace of  ~he 
execution. -~ To unders tand the trace, it is worth  point ing out that every abstract  se- 
quence B_i describes (possibly an over -approx imat ion  of) the set o f  pairs (0, S) such 
that 0 is descr ibed by beta_ in  and S is the set o f  output  subst i tut ions produced by 
the literals of  the clause before the program point ~. The analysis  ignores the next lit- 
erals in the clause and is thus compos i t iona l  (contrary  to SLD-resolut ion) .  The first 
abstract  sequence is the fol lowing: 
B_ I  
beta_ te l :  sv = {X->I ,L ->2,LS->3};  f rm = {} 
mo = { l ->var ,2 ->ground,3 ->var}  
ty  = { l ->any l i s t ,2 ->any ,3 ->any l i s t}  
ps  = {( I , i ) , (3 ,3 )}  
beta_out :  sv= {X->I ,L ->2,LS->3,H->4,T ->5};  f rm = {} 
mo = { l ->var ,2 ->ground,3 ->var ,4 ->var ,5 ->var}  
ty  = { l ->any l i s t ,2 ->any ,3 ->any l i s t ,4 ->any l i s~,5 ->any l i s t}  
ps  = {( I , I ) , (3 ,3 ) , (4 ,4 ) , (5 ,5 )}  
E_ re f_out  = {} 
E_so l  = {so l= l}  
The abstract  subst i tut ion beta_re  f is identical to beta_ in  because the head of  
the clause is unifiable with any call since it conta ins  distinct variables. Similarly, 
beta_out  is obta ined by extending beta_ in  with in format ion  about  the local 
5 For space reasons, only essential changes are depicted. The hidden parts of every abstract sequence are 
thus identical to those of the abstract sequence relative to the preceding program point. For instance, no 
abstract substitution beta_ in  is depicted, since it is the same in all abstract sequences. 
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var iables  H and T. Since they are brand-new,  their  mode,  type, and  shar ing  in fo rma-  
t ion is obvious ly  oh zained. All size constra ints  between terms can be inferred by es- 
tabl ish ing a cor respondence  between the indices o f  beta_re f  and  those o f  
be  ta_out ,  thus  the component  E_ re  f _out  is empty  since we only depict essential  
constra ints .  F inal ly,  the component  E so l  expresses that  the uni f icat ion o f  the head 
o f  the c lause succeeds exact ly once. 
The  first three lite~als in the clause are ,~ ~ifications. They  result in the fo l lowing 
abst ract  sequences: 
beta_re f :  
beta_out :  
beta_out  : 
beta_out  : 
B_2  
f rm = {2->[4 j5 ]}  
mo = { . . . .  4 ->ground,  5 ->ground} 
ty  = { . . . .  4 ->any ,5 ->a~ly}  
f rm = {2-> [415]}  
mo = { . . .  , 4 ->ground,  5 ->ground} 
ty  = { . . . .  4 ->any ,5 ->any} 
B_3 
sv= {X->I  . . . . .  H ->I ,T ->4};  f rm = {2->[ I ]4 ]}  
mo = { l ->ground . . . . .  4 ->ground} 
ty  = { l ->any , . . .  ,4 ->any} 
ps  = ~; (3 ,3 )}  
B_4 
sv= { . . . , LS ->S, . . . ,T ->S};  f rm = {2->[113]}  
mo = { . . .  ,3 ->ground} 
ty  = { . . . .  3->any} 
ps  = {} 
The first unif icat ion L ---- [ H ! T ] succeeds if  and only if  L is a ground term o f  the fo rm 
[tlt'] because H and  T are dist inct var iab les  as specified by the components  mo and ps  
o f  B_ l .  Thus,  in B 2, the ana lyser  updates  the f rm component  o f  beta_re f  and  
beta  out  with the s t ructura l  in fo rmat ion  about  L. Impor tant ly ,  the component  
E_so l  is , o r  modif ied because unif icat ion succeeds for  a l l  terms L o f  the fo rm 
[tit' ]. The next two unif icat ions H = X and  LS----T both  surely succeed because X 
and  LS are dist inct var iables as indicated by the components  mo and ps  o f  B_2 .  
The  result o f  the unif icat ion is recorded by mapp ing  cor respond ing  var iables to 
the same index, in ~he sv  component .  
The literal 1 ± ~ t ( T ) is then ana lysed by means  o f  the abst ract  sequence B_ I  i s t 
(see Fig. 3). Since T is now a ground term,  the call is compat ib le  with the component  
beta_ in  o f  the abst ract  sequence. Thus,  the ana lyser  infers that  the call succeeds i f  
and  only if T is a list, and  that  it succeeds exactly once. This info~'mation is recorded 
in ]3_5 as fol lows: 
= B_5  
beta_re f :  ty  = { . . . .  2 -> l i s t  . . . . .  5 -> l i s t}  
beta_out  : ty  = { . . . .  2 -> l i s t ,S -> l i s t}  
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The final abstract sequence for the first clause is obtained by removing the local vari- 
ables form the sv  component. The abstract sequence B_6 is thus: 
B_6 
beta_ref :  sv = {X->I ,L ->2,LS->3};  f rm = {2->[415]}  
mo= 4 l ->var,  9-->ground, 3->vat,  4 ->ground,  5 ->ground} 
ty = {1->any l i s t ,2 -> l i s t ,3 ->any l i s t ,4 ->any ,5 -> l i s t}  
ps = 4(1,1) ,  (a,a)} 
beta_out :  sv= {X->I ,L ->2,LS->3};  f rm = 42->[ I13]}  
mo = { l ->ground,  2 ->ground,3 ->ground} 
ty = { l ->any ,2 -> l i s t ,3 -> l i s t}  
ps = 4} 
E_re f_out  = {} 
E_so l  = {so l=l}  
We now consider the second clause. Since the treatment of the first two unifica- 
tions is similar to the treatment of unifications in the first clause, we directly provide 
the abstract sequence B_9 corresponding to the program point just before the recur- 
sive call: 
B_9 
beta_ref :  sv = {X->I ,L ->2,LS->3};  f rm = {2->[415]}  
mo = { 1->var, 2- >ground,  3->vat,  4->gr¢.und, 5 ->ground} 
ty = { 1->anyl  ist, 2->any,  3 ->anyl  ist, 4 ->any,  5 ->any} 
ps = {(1 ,1 ) , (3 ,3 )}  
beta_out :  sv= {X->I ,L ->2,LS->3,H->4,T ->5,TS->6} 
frm = {2-> [415], 3-> [416] } 
mo = { l ->var,  2 ->ground,  3 ->ngv ,4->ground, 5->ground,  6 ->var}  
ty = { l ->any l i s t ,2 ->any ,3 ->any l i s t ,4 ->~ny,5 ->any ,  
6 ->any l i s t}  
ps = {(1 ,1 ) , (3 ,3 ) , (6 ,6 )}  
E_ re f_out  = {} 
E_so l  = {so l=l}  
Since we want to prove termination of the procedure, the analyser first checks that 
the size expression (provided by the s expr  part of the specification) is smaller for 
the recursive call than for the initial call, i.e., that the size of T is smaller than the 
initial size of  L. This can be deduced from the "implicit" constraints of  E_ re  f _out  
obtained by mapping the indices of beta_ re f  to those of  beta_out  and by rea- 
soning on the structural information and the modes. Next, the analyser checks that 
the information given by beta_out  about the actual parameters X, T, and TS is 
compatible with the component beta_ in  of B_se lec t ,  which is the case, since 
X and TS are distinct variables and T is a ground term. Thus, the analyser may 
use the information from B_se leet  to update B_9. The following abstract 
sequence is obtained: 
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=============================== B_ IO  
beta_ref :  f rm = { . . . ,5 ->[617]}  
mo = {... ,6 ->ground,7 ->ground} 
ty = {... ,2->l ist  .... ,5 -> l i s t ,6 ->any ,7 -> l i s t}  
beta_out :  f rm = { .... 5 ->[718]}  
mo= { 1 ->ground ..... 3- >ground ..... 6 ->ground,  Y ->ground,  
8 ->ground} 
ty = {1->any ,2 -> l i s t ,3 -> l i s t  ..... 5 -> l i s t ,6 -> l i s t ,7 ->any ,  
8 -> l i s t}  
ps  = {} 
in_ref  = {1->1,2->9- ,3 ->3,4->4,5->5,6->6.7->7} 
in_out = { I ->8,2 ->9,3 ->I0 ,4 ->11,5 ->12,6 ->13,7 ->14,~->15} 
E_re f_out  = {sz (13) =sz (7) } 
E_so l  = {so l=sz  (7) +l} 
13 
It is intuit ively clear that all the informat ion contained in B_IO can be deduced by 
mapp ing  the indices of  the components  of  B 9 to those of  :13 s e 1 e e t and reexpress- 
ing the in format ion in Bse lec t  on the indices o rB  9. Technical ly,  this is done by 
means of  operat ions called constraint mappings, which are described in Section 5.2.1. 
The final abstract sequence for the second clause is obtained by removing the local 
variables f rom the component  sv:  
B_11 
beta_re f :  sv = {X->I ,L ->2,LS->3};  f rm = {2->[415] ,5 ->[6[7]}  
mo = { 1 ->var ,  2 ->ground,  3 ->var ,  4 ->ground,  5 ->ground,  
6->ground,  7 ->ground} 
ty  = {1->any l i s t ,2 -> l i s t ,3 ->any l i s t  ,4 ->any ,5 -> l i s t ,6 ->any ,  
7 -> l i s t}  
ps = {(1 ,1 ) ,  (3 ,3 )}  
beta_out :  sv= {X->I ,L ->2,LS->3};  f rm = {2->[415]  ,3 ->[416]  ,5 ->[718]}  
mo = { 1 ->ground,  2 ->Eround,  3 ->ground,  4 ->ground,  5 ->ground,  
6->ground,  7->ground,  8 ->ground} 
ty = {1->any ,2->l ist  ,3->list,  4->any, 5->l is t  ,6->l ist  ,7->any, 
8 -> l i s t}  
ps = {} 
in_ref  = {1->1,2 ->2,3 ->3,4 ->4,5 ->5,6 ->6,7 ->7} 
in_out = {1->8,2 ->9,3 ->10,4 ->11,5 ->12,6 ->13,7 ->14,8 ->15} 
E_re f_out  = {sz (13)=sz(7)}  
E_so l  = {so l=sz  (7) +1} 
The next task of  the analyser is to combine the abstract sequences B_6 and B_II 
to compute an abstract sequence B_ f ina l  descr ib i ,g  the global behaviour  of  the pro- 
cedure. 6 Its components  beta_re f  and beta_out  are computed from those of  
6 It happens thai the abstract sequence B_final is identical to B_select in this case. Thus the reader 
should look at Fig. 3 to understand the next steps of  the discussion. 
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B 6 and  B_ l l  by a least upper  bound operat ion  (which is classical for this k ind o f  
abstract  subst i tut ions,  see Refs. [16,47]). 
The f inal component  E_ re f_out  is computed  in two steps: first, the ( in)equa-  
t ions o f  the components  E_ re  £_out  o f  B_6  and B_ l l  are reexpressed in terms 
o f  the indices o f  B_ f ina l ;  second, the least upper  bound (i.e., geometr ica l ly ,  the con- 
vex hul l)  o f  the two sets o f  ( in)equat ions is computed .  In the first step, both impl ic i t  
and essential  ( in )equat ions  o f  B 6 and B_ l l  must  be taken into account  because 
part  o f  the structural  in fo rmat ion  conta ined in B_6  and  B_ l l  is removed f rom 
B_ f ina l .  As a consequence,  previous ly  impl ic i t  equat ions  can become essential  
in B f ina l .  For  instance, we obta in  two essential  equat ions  f rom B_6: sz  (4 )  = 
sz (6 )  and  sz (5 )= sz (8) .  These equat ions  expreJs that the final value o f  X 
(i.e., t6) and LS (i.e., t8) have the same size as the first e lement  (i.e., t4) and  the tail 
(i.e., ts) o f  L. The  in fo rmat ion  that  we actual ly  have t4 = t6 and  t5 = t8 is lost due 
to the weaker  structura l  in fo rmat ion  o f  B_ f ina l .  F rom the abstract  sequence 
B_ l l ,  we obta in  the essential  ( in)equat ions  z (5 )  = sz (8 )  and  sz (5 )  >=l .  
In the second step, it is more  efficient to compute  the least upper  bound on the es- 
sential  ( in )equat ions  only,  since the convex hul l  is a computat iona l ly  expensive op- 
erat ion.  In this case, we obta in  a single equat ion:  sz  ( 5 ) = sz  (8 ) .  
The final component  E_so l  is also an upper  bound o f  two systems o f  l inear 
( in )equat ions  reexpressed on the indices o f  the component  be  ta_ re f  o f  B_ f ina l .  
The  first system cor responds  to the case where both  clauses succeed, i.e., the case 
where L conta ins  at least two elements.  In t roduc ing  two new symbols  to denote 
the number  o f  so lut ions o f  the two clauses, we obta in  the system: 
so l  =so l l  + so l2 ,  so l l  = I, so l2  = sz(5),  sz (5 )  >= I. 
E l iminat ing  so l l  and so l2 ,  the system reduces to 
so l  ---- sz (5 )  + I, sz (5 )  >---- I. 
The second system cor responds  to the case where only the first c lause succeeds. It can 
be deduced by compar ing  the components  betare  f o f  B_6  and B_ l l  that this is 
possible only  if L consists o f  a single e lement.  The cor respond ing  system is: 
so l  = I, sz (5 )  = O. 
Obvious ly ,  the convex hul l  o f  the two systems is given by the single equat ion  so l  = 
s z ( 5 ) + l  ( impl ic i t ly,  all sizes are greater or equal  to 0). 
The very last step o f  the analys is  consists o f  ver i fy ing that the in fo rmat ion  con- 
ta ined in the abstract  sequence B_ f ina l  impl ies (is at least as precise as) the infor- 
mat ion  conta ined in the formal  specif icat ion (i.e., in B f ina l ) .  In this case, the 
ver i f icat ion is immediate  since the two are equal .  
2.4. An  unsuct'es,iJkd attalvsis 
It should  be c lear f rom the previous exp lanat ions  that all the in fo rmat ion  given in 
the specif icat ions and recorded in ',he abstract  sequences is essential  and  must  be ful- 
ly explo i ted to obta in  a successful analysis .  For  instance, let us remove the cond i t ion  
that X and  LS init ia l ly are dist inct var iables.  Th is  should  be expressed by add ing  the 
in fo rmat ion  ps  : (X, LS)  in the in  part  o f  the specif icat ion. The  component  ps  o f  
beta_ in  thus becomes {( I ,1) , (1,3) , (3,3)}.  In the first clause, the uni f icat ion H=X 
still surely succeeds but since the indices 1 and  3 "may share" ,  it gives the mode 
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gv (ground or  var iable)  to the index 5. Now,  since LS is possibly ground,  the system 
is unable  to prove that  the unif icat ion Y.,S = T surely succeeds. The component  
E_so3-  o f  B_4  is thus {so l  < = 3-) instead o f  {so l  = 3.). As  a consequence,  the 
ana lyser  is g lobal ly unable  to prove that  the number  o f  solut ions is equal  to the size 
o f  L. It is however  possible to obta in  a successful analys is  by re laxing the s re  J_ part  
o f  the specif icat ion to 
srel  (L_ re f~L$ out+l,  so l<=L ref). 
3. Abstract domains 
In this section, we present  a simplif ied descr ipt ion o f  the abst ract  domains  used by 
our  ana lyser  (a more  complete  presentat ion  can be found in Ref.  [43]). Section 3.2 
descr ibes our  domain  o f  abst ract  subst i tut ions.  Th is  par t  is classical. Section 3.3 is 
novel: it presents  our  domain  o f  abst ract  sequel~ces. F inal ly,  Sect ion 3.4 defines 
the not ion o f  behav iour ,  which formal izes the not ion o f  fo rmal  specif icat ion intro-  
duced in Sect ion 2, i.e., the full package o f  in fo rmat ion  prov ided ( for  ver i f icat ion) 
by the user to the system. 
3.1. Prelimblaries 
The reader  is assumed to be fami l iar  with the basic concepts  o f  logic p rogramming 
and  abst ract  in terpretat ion (see Refs. [21,51]). 
Terms. indices and norms. We denote  by .7  the set o f  all terms,  and  by I ()3ossibly 
subscr ipted or  superscr ipted)  a set o f  indices; in part icu lar ,  we assume that  t" is a fi- 
nite subset o f  N . .¢ - t  is the set o f  all tuples o f  terms (t~)j¢l and  .~-; is the set o f  all 
" f rames"  o f  the forrn f ( i l ,  • . . ,  i ,) where f is a functor  o f  ar i ty  n and  i~ . . . . .  i, E I. 
A size measure ,  or  norm,  is a funct ion fl • Ft : -~ --~ N, see Ret~. [8,26,65]. In this pa-  
per, we a lways  refer to the l ist- length measure  presented in Sect ion 2. 
Substitutions. A program substitution 0 is a finite set {X, , /h , . . .  ,.Yi,,/t,,} where 
X,~,...,,V~, are dist inct p rogram var iables and the t / s  are  terms. Var iab les  occurr ing  
in t t , . .  •, 4 are taken f rom the set o f  standard cariablt:~" which is dis joint f rom the set 
o f  p rogram variables.  The  domain  o f  0, denoted  by dora(O), is the ~e, o f  var iables 
{X/~ . . . . .  X~,, }. A standard substitution tr is a subst i tut ion in the usual  sense which 
only uues s tandard  variables.  The appl icat ion o f  a s tandard  subst i tut ion a to a 
program subst i tut ion 0 = {X,,/t ,  . . . . .  X~,,/t,,} is the program subst i tut ion 0a = 
{Xi , /h t r ; . . .  ,Xi,,/t,,a}. We say that  01 is more general (or  less precise) than 0_~, noted 
0, ~< 0,, iff there exists tr such that  0, ----- 0~ tr. We denote  the set o f  s tandard  subst i tu-  
tion.,: that  are a most  general  unifier o fh  and t~ by mgu(h,  t2). The restriction of / )  to a 
set o f  var iables D C_ dom(O), denoted  by 0/o, is such that dom(O/o)= D and 
X~0 = X~(0/o), for  all X~ ~ D. 
Substitution sequences. A program substitrttion sequence S is a f inite sequence 
(0t . . . . .  0,,) (n 1> 0) where the 0~ are program subst i tut ions with the same domain  
D. D is also the domain  o f  S, denoted  by dora(S). We denote  by ( ) the empty  se- 
quence.  Subst(S) is the set o f  all subst i tut ions which are e lements o f  S. SSeq is the 
set o f  all p rogram subst i tut ion sequences. The  restriction of  S to D C dora(S), denot -  
ed by S/o, is the sequence obta ined  by restr ict ing each 0 E Subst(S) to D. The symbol  
::  denotes  sequence concatenat ion .  
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3. 2. Abstract substitutions 
The domain  of  abstract substitut ions we consider is a simple extension (with type 
informat ion)  of the domain  Pat tern  presented in Ref. [47]. It can be viewed as an 
instant±at±on to modes, types and possible sharing of  the generic abstract domain  
Pat ( :~)  described in Refs. [15,16]. 
3.2.1. Modes 
We consider the set of  modes Modes = {_k, ground, var, ngv, novar, gv, 
noground, any}, satisfying the ordering relat ionship implied by the d iagram depicted 
in Fig. 4, where an arc between M~ and M2 with M~ above M2 means that Mi > M,. 
The semantics of  modes can be given by the fol lowing concretization function: 
c~(±)  = 0 
Ce(ground) -- { t i t  is a ground term}: 
Cc(var) = {t l t is a variable}; 
Ce(ngv) : { t l t  is neither a variable nor a grotmd term}; 
Cc(lub(M,.  M,) ) = Ce(M, ) LJ Ce(M~). 
For any set of  indices 1, .re denote by Modest the set of  all functions from I to Modes 
augmented with 1. The semantics of  an element mo E Modest is given by the follow- 
ing concretizat ion function Cc. If mo =± then Cc(mo) = q}, otherwise Cc(mo) is the 
set {(ti),ct ~ .Y-tl v i  e / : t ,  ~ co(too(i))}. 
3.2.2. Types 
A simple type domain  for lists is considered: T)7~'s = {_1_, list, anylist, any}, or- 
dered by: L ~. list <~ anylist <~ an),. The semantics of  types is as follows: 
co(±)  = O; 
Cc(iist) -- { t i t  is a list}; 
Cc(anylist) = {t i t  is a term that can be instantiated to a list}" 
Co(any) = {t i t  is any term}. 
For  any set of  indices I, we denote by Typest the set of  all functions from I to Types 
augmented with i .  The semantics of an element v E Typest is given by the fol lowing 
concretizat ion function Co. If O ' - -±  then Cc( ty )= 0, otherwise Cc(ty) is the set 
{(ti)i~, E .Ytl Vi E t:ti E Cc(ty(i))}. 
any 
n o v a r ~  noground 
g r o u n d ~ v a r  
_k 
Fig. 4, Modes. 
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3.2.3. PSharing 
This domain [62] specifies possible variable sharing between terms. For  any set of  
indices I, we denote by PSharingt the ~;et of  all binary and symmetrical relations 
ps c 1 x I augmented with ,1_. The semantics of an element ps E t~i, aringt is given 
by the following eoncretization function. If ps =_1_ then Cc(ps)= 0, otherwise 
Cc(ps) is the set { {t,)iet E .g-t] Vi, j E I: Var(t,) fq Var(tj) 7A 0 ::*. ( i , j)  E ps}. 
3.2.4. Abstract tuples 
The component of abstract substitutions that gives information about the modes, 
types and possible sharing of the terms is called the abstract tuple. 
Definition 3.1 (Abstract uple). An abstract tuple :z over a set of  indices 1 is either _L or 
a triplet of  the form (too, ty, ps) where mo E Modest, ty E Typest and ps E PSharingt, 
with too, ty, ps #_1_ and for all i E 1, rno(i), ty(i) #2-. 
Definition 3.2 (Semantics o f  ah abstract tuple). The semantics o f  an abstract tuple 
over I is given by the following concretization function. If ~ =_1_ then Cc(m) = O, 
otherwise Cc(~) = Cc(mo) fl Cc(O') fq Cc(ps). 
3.2.5. Abstract substitutions 
We are now in position to introduce the notion of abstract substitution in a for- 
mal way. We first introduce a pseudo-version of this abstract object which is simpler 
and easier to manipulate. The corresponding (strict) version is endowed with further 
conditions to prevent from incorrect and redundant representation. The distinction 
between pseudo-objects and strict-objects i useful because in many cases it is more 
convenient o work with "imperfect" descriptions which are easier to compute. A 
normalization operation (preserving the semantics) allows us to compute a strict ob- 
ject from a pseudo-object. Strict objects can be seen as approximate implementations 
of the reduced product [20] of their components. 
An abstract substitution fl over variables X i , . . .  ,X,  is a triplet (sv, frm, ~t) where sv 
is a function from {Xt . . . . .  X, } to a set of indices/,  finn is a partial function l¥om I to 
J~ ,  and ~t describes properties concerning modes, types and possible sharing of  some 
terms. It represents a set of  program substitutions of the form {At /h , . . .  ,X , / t ,} .  The 
main idea behind this abstract domain is that an abstract substitution fl can provide 
information ot only about terms h , . - . ,  t,, but also about subterms of  them. If t~ is a 
term of the form f ( t~ , . . . ,  ti,), then fl is expected to represent information relative to 
t h . . . . .  t~,. Each term described in fl is denoted by the corresponding index. 
Let us describe the three components of fl = (sv, f rm, ~t). The same-value compo- 
nent st, is responsible for mapping each variable Xj to the index i corresponding to 
the term ti. In particular, it may express equality constraints between two variables 
X~ and Xj, when sv(X~) = sv(Xi). The f rame (or pattern) component f rm is a partial 
function that provides information relative to the structure of terms. The value of 
frm(i),  when it is defined, is equal to a term of the form f ( i t , . . . , i , ) ,  meaning that 
t, is of  the form f ( t i , , . . . ,  ti,). Finally, the abstract uple ~ provides information about 
modes, types and possible sharing of the: terms t/s. It is defined in terms of the ele- 
mentary domains Modes, Types and PSharing described above. 
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Definit ion 3.3 (Pset tdo-abst ract  subst i tu t ion) .  A pseudo-absn 'ac t  subst i tu t ion  fl over  a 
set o f  indices I is e i ther  _L or  a tr iplet o f  the fo rm ( s t , . f rm.  z~) where the same-cahte  
component  sc is a funct ion ,  st': {XI . . . . .  X,,} --+ 1; the f rame component  f i 'm is a 
part ia l  funct ion,  j rm:  1 .~ (we devote  the fact that  no f rame is assoc ia ted  with i by 
. /"re(i)  = undef ) :  and ~ is an abst ract  tup le  over  I. The  set o f  var iab les  {Xi . . . . .  X,,} is 
c~i!ed the domain  o f  [jr and  is denoted  by dom(f l ) .  
Definit ion 3.4 (S t .mant ics  o f  a pseudo-ab .s t rac t  subst i tu t ion) .  The semant icw o f  a 
pseudo-abst ract  subst i tu t ion  fl over  I is given by the fo l lowing concret i za t ion  funct ion  
Co. i f  fl =_1_ then Cc( f l )  -: O. otherwise  
Cc(f l )  = {O l dom(O) = dom(f l )  and 3 (t~),~ E .u-t: 
VX E dom(f l ) ,  XO = t.,i.v~: 
Vi E 1..Dwl(i) =. / ' ( i l  . . . . .  i,,) ::> t, =.[ ' ( t ,  t . . . . .  t,.); 
(t,)..~, E c~.(:~) }. 
Some aux i l ia ry  notat io r  is necessary  for  def in ing (str ict-)  abst ract  subst i tut ions .  
Def init ion 3.5. Let 1 be a set o f  indices, sv : {Xi . . . . .  A;,}-----/ be a funct ion and  
J?'m: I.Y-~ be a part ia l  funct ion.  Cons ider  the fo l lowing re lat ion between the indices o f  
I : i -<#,,, j ho lds  iff f rm( i )  = . f ( i l  . . . . .  i , ,)  and i~ = j for  some k 6 { ! . . . . .  m}. We 
denote  by -<<t~.,, the t rans i t ive c losure o f  -<m,, and  by -<<m,, the reflexive and  t rans i t ive 
c losure o f  '<t~-,,,- We say that  !hm is circuit- /~'ee iff there exists no index i E / such that  
i -<</~,,, i. An  index i E / is reachab le  tW st" and .l)'m iff there exists a var iab le  A'~. 
( 1 ~< k <~ n) such that  sc (Xx)  "<<t;-,,, i. 
Definit ion 3.6 ( (Str ict - )  abst ract  suhst i t t t t ion) .  A ( s t r i c t - )  abst rac t  subst i tu t ion  fl over  ' 
is a pseudo-abst ract  subst i tu t ion  ( s r . f rm,  zt) over  I such that  ~t ~_1_: f rm is c ircuit - free:  
all i E / are  reachab le  by st" and .lbnr, and for  till i , j  E I such that  
. f rm( i )  = .l'(i l . . . . .  i,,) and  C/. ik) E ps for some k E {1 . . . . .  n}, (j. i )E  ps. 
Example  3.1 The abst ract  subst i tu t ion  fl,.,.r, which is par t  o f  the fo rmal  speci f icat ion 
o f  se lec t /3 ,  given in Fig. 3, is represented  by /~,.,:t. = (sr,. , ,r.frm,.,,t.zt,. , ,r),  where  
:~,'et = (mO, vt . t);.,v, psr,tr) with 
sr,.,+: X ~-- 1 .l~'nt,.,.,: 
L~- -2  
LS- -5  
ps , . , . t=  {( i .  1 ) . (3 .3 )} .  
1 ~ "~ mo,.,,t: 1 ~- car O;,.t: 1 ~-. anviLst 
2 - -  [415] 2 ~ ground 2 ~ list 
3 ~ "' 3 ~-. rm" 3 ~-. anvlist 
4 ,-~ ? 4 ~-. ground 4 ,--, ato" 
5 ~ ": 5 ~ ground 5 ~ list 
This  subst i tu t ion  requires  L to be a nonempty  (ground} list. There fore ,  the s t ructure  
o f  the term assoc iated with the index 2 ( represent ing  L) is known:  the main  funetor  o f  
this term is [.I-]. Moreover ,  its first subterm (assoc iated with 4), shou ld  be ground and  
its second subterm {associated with 5), shou ld  be a ground list. 
G iven  one par t i cu la r  subst i tut ion  0 with domain  {X~ . . . . .  X,,} and  represented by 
an abst ract  subst i tut ion  [/ over  1. the cGrrespondence  between indices in I 
and  (sub) terms in X~ 0 . . . . .  A,,0 is made explicit by the funct ion  DE00MP def ined be- 
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low. This  operat ion  computes  a se: :/" of  term tuples. Each o f  t~iem is a decompos i t ion  
o f  O wi th  respect  to the (pseudo- )  abst ract  subst i tu t ion  [3. 
Operat ion  3.1. D~.OOIdP(0. fl) = ,9" 
Spec i f i ca t ion :  Let 0 be a subst i tut ion and  [3 = (st, : {Xi . . . . .  X, } ~ l . f rm,  ~) be a 
(pseudo)  abst ract  subst i tut ion over  I such that  0 ~ Cc([3). D~'.C0MP(0,[3) returns 
the set .'/' c .~-t of  term tuptes such that  for all (t~)~e~ E .V' the fo l lowing propert ies  
hold: 
0= {Xn/t,,.tx~, . . . .  A,,./t,,.~.~;,~}: 
• V i  ~ l .  j ' rm( i )  = . / ( i l  . . . . .  i , )  ~ li = .]'(ti, . . . . .  1,,,); 
Not ice  that  if [3 is a strict abst ract  subst i tut ion,  then the set DECOMP(0. fl) is a single- 
ton,  i.e.. it conta ins  exact ly one term tuple. 
3.3. ,4bst ract  sequences  
We now formal ize the not ion o f  abst ract  sequence in t roduced in Sect ion 2. 
3.3. i .  S i zes  
For  any  set o f  indices 1, we  denote  by Sizest  any set o f  e lements endowed with a 
concret izat ion funct ion Cc : Sizest  --~ s J(Ni). In this paper ,  7 we assume Sizes!  to be 
the set o f  all systems o f  l inear equat ions  and inequat ions  over  Exp/ ( the  set o f  all lin- 
ear  express ions ~,~th integer ceeff icients on the indices o f  I ) ,  extended with the special 
symbol  2_. An  element se  ~ Ex~{v, ...... x;,,~ can also be seen as a funct ion f rom N'" to N. 
as size express ions are posit ive. Tne  wdue o f  se({n l  . . . . .  it,,,)) is obta ined  by evaluat -  
ing the express ion se where each X, is replaced by n,. Not ice that  any  system o f  l inear 
equat ions  and inequat ions  over  Expt defines a po lyhedron  in a space whose d imen-  
sion is the card ina l i ty  o f  I. 
In o rder  to dist inguish indices o f  1. cons idered as var iables,  f rom integer coeffi- 
cient aud  constants  when wr i t ing e lements o f  Expt,  we wrap  up each e lement i o f  
I into the symbol  sz ( i ) .  
The concret izat ion funct ion Cc is as follows. For  all E E Si.7est. i f  E =2_ then 
Co(E) = ~. otherwise.  Cc(E)  = {(n~),ci ~ Nt[ (ni),~t is a so lut ion o f  E}. 
In the fol lowing, ( in )equat ions  will be written between double  bracke,~ ~- - -~.  
mean ing  that  they are syntact ic  objects, not semant ic  relat ions. I f  f is a funct ion 
f rom one set o f  indices to another  one. such that  f ( i )  =- i' and  f ( j )  = j ' .  the expres-  
s ion I [ sz ( f ( i ) )=  sz ( f ( j ) )+  1~ has to be read as the syntact ica l  equat ion  
sz ( i ' )  = sz (_ / ' )+  !. As indices f rom different abst ract  subst i tut ions  can occur  in 
these ( in)equat ions  (e.g., we use indices fi 'om [~,.,./ and [I,,,,, to compare  the stze o f  
the terms before  and af ter  the execut ion o f  a procedure) ,  we have to in t roduce a no- 
t ion a l lowing us to " 'merge"  two sets o f  indices into one set. in such a way that  ele- 
ments  f rom both  sets remain  dist inct (the indices that  are present in both abst ract  
subst i tut ions hould remain  distinct, as they refer to different term:.:;). ! et A and B 
be two (possibly nondis jo int )  sets. The di~jo#tt  #l ion of  d and  B is an arb i t rar i ly  cho-  
sen set, denoted  by ,4 + B. equipped with two injections funct ions  in.4 and inB sat(s- 
7 By the generality of tile definition of Sizest. other domains representing tuples of natural nv.rnbers may 
also fit in the cu:rent framew:~rk (e.g.. arbitrar) arithmetic onstraints). 
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fying the fo l lowing property:  for any set C and for any  pair  o f  funct ions fA : A ~ C 
and fB : B ~ C. there exists a unique funct ion f : A + B ----, C such that f~ = f o in~ 
and )ca = f o ins (where the symbol  o i~ the usual funct ion composi t ion) .  Since the 
funct ion f is un iquely  defined, we can express it in terms o[ ' fa and fa.  In the fol low- 
ing. it is denoted by .fA + f s .  
3.3.2. Abst ract  sequences 
We are now in a pos i t ion to define abstract  sequences in a formal  way. As usual, 
we int roduce the not ion  o f  pseudo-abstract  sequence first. The symbol  sol  is used to 
denote  a special index represent ing the number  o f  subst i tut ions belonging to the ap- 
prox imated sequences. 
Definit ion 3.7 (Pseudo-abstract  sequence). A pseudo-abstract  sequence B is e ither _1_ or  
a tuple o f  the form <[ti,,. fl~ef, [:lo,,, E,'et_o,,, E,.ot) where /$i,, is a pseudo-abstract  
subst i tut ion over It,; fl,.,:f is a pseudo-abstrac:  subst i tut ion over L,:r with 
dolrl(lSref)=--:do#ll([ii,1); [iou , is a pseudo-abst rac t . subst i tu t ion  ver 1,,,, with 
dom(flo,,) D_ dom(fl i ,) ;  E,.,:t-_~,,, 6 Sizes~t,.,+l..,,,); and E,,,t e Sizestt..,+{.,.,,i}~. 
We will refer ~to [I,,, and fl,,,, also as hrput(B) and output(B),  respectively. Moreover .  
we, define do,;x,~,. (B) ---: dom(fli,,) and dom,,,,(B) = dom(fl,,,,,). 
Definition 3.8 (Semant ics  o f  a pseudo-abstract  sequence). The semantics o f  a pseudo- 
abstract  sequence B is given by the fo l lowing concret izat ion funct ion:  if B =.L then 
Cc(B) ---: 0. otherwise 8
co(s )  = { <o.s> ; o ,~ cc([i, , ,).s e SSeg, Subst(S) c_ Co(It,,,,,), 
(s  ¢ < ~ =~. o ~ Co(ft,.,.)), 
(Y  E Sttbst( Y), (t,),etr.., e DECOMP(O, I1,,.r), (s,),E,..., e DECOMP(O',[J,,,,) 
<ltt, ll>,~,.., + <tls, tt>,~,. .. . ~ Cc(Er..,_~,,,)). 
(ti),e,... 6 PECOMP(O,[I,.,. r) 
:~ <ll,~lt>,~,~.., + {sog~lS I}  e Cc(E,,,,))}. 
The first cortd[t ion on (0,3) expresses that all the subst i tut ions 0 that  are not de- 
scribed by [1~,. r lead to unsuccessful calls; the second and third ones ensures that  
the relat ions expressed by E~et_o,, (between the terms o f  the input subst i tut ion and 
those of  the output  subst i tut ion)  and by E~ot (between the terms o f  the input substi- 
tut ion and the number  o f  solut ions,  i.e.. the number  o f  subst i tut ions in S) are 
respected. 
Add i t iona l  cond i t ions  are int roduced to avoid (at least pa:rtially) mult iple repre- 
sentat ions o f  the same set o f  subst i tut ion sequences. A (strict-) abstract  sequence 
is defined as follows. 
Notice that the + operator t,sed b¢lo~ is the one that applies to functions, as defined in Section 3.3.1. 
since tuples (lltiil)iet actually are functions. 
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Definit ion 3,9 ( (S t r i c t )  abs t rac t  sequence) .  A (s t r i c t - )  abs t rac t  sequence  B is a pseudo-  
abstract  sequence (flin, fl,.~f , flo,t, E~¢f _o~t, E.~ot) such that  flin. f l re f  , flOUt are abstract  
subst i tut ions:  fl,,, #_k; flr~f <~ fli~ 9 for  all 0' ~ Ce(flo,,t), 30  E Cc(f l ref)  such that  
O~/d,,mtl~,,.,~ ~<0; and,  i f  e i ther  fl~,;f or flot,t or  E~f.~,,,t or  E~ot is equal  to _k, then they are 
all equal  to _L. 
Example  3.2. Cons ider  once again  the abstract  sequence B for s e l  e c 1: /3  depicted in 
Fig. 3, where I~,./ --/,,,,~ ----- { l, 2, 3, 4 .5}.  The  component  E~e/_out is expressed on  the 
d is jo int  un ion  t,.,:f + Your -- { i. 2, 3.4,  3, 6, 7 .8 .9 ,  10}, where the in ject ion funct ions  
are inr~:t: L~:f --~ Ir~:f ~- L}u, and ino,,~: lo,,t -~ Iref d- [our, also depicted in Fig. 3. Accord-  
ing to the notat ions  in t roduced above,  it cou ld  be rewr i t ten into E~er_o,,t = 
[[sz(5) ---- sz(8)]] and E,,,t could be rewrit ten into E.~,,i --- ~sol ---- sz (5)  + 1]]. 
3.4. Behav iours  
A behav iour  for a p rocedure  is a fo rmal i za t ion  o f  the speci f icat ion o f  behav ioura l  
propert ies  prov ided by the user. 
Definit ion 3.10 (Behav iour ) .  A hehav iour  Behp for a p rocedure  name p E .=~ o f  ar i ty  n 
is a finite set o f  pairs {(Bt , se l )  . . . . .  (B, , ,Se,u)} where BI , . . . .B , , ,  arc abstract  
sequences such that  domi, ,(Bk) -- dom,,u,(Bk) ---- {X i ,  . . .  , X,, } ( ! <~ k <<. m): and 
sel . . . .  ,sere are posit ive l inear express ions i0 f rom Exp{x~ ..... ~.}. 
Each pair  o f  the fo rm (Bt,  sek) will be cal led a behaviou~'al pair  (or, i f  no  confus ion  
is possible,  a behaviour) .  The  posit ive l inear express ion se  is required to str ict ly de- 
crease in recursive calls o f  the descr ibed procedure  to  ensure terminat ion .  
Example  3.3. Let B be the abstrr.~t sequence o f  Example  3.2. The  behav iour  for 
se : l .eet /3  descr ibed in Sc~:'~on 2 can be represented by {(/~,L)}. 
4. Des~'iption of the analyser 
In this section, we descr ibe the analyser ,  and  we discuss how it executes a program 
at the abst ract  level. I f  the ana lyser  succeeds, the given behav iours  correct ly  descr ibe 
the execut ion o f  the ana lysed program.  In part icu lar ,  every procedure  call (a l lowed 
by these behav iours )  terminates.  I f  the ana lyser  does not  succeed, then,  e i ther  the 
program does not  te rminate  or  is not  cons istent  with the behav iours  given by the us- 
er, or  the in fo rmat ion  given in the behav iours  is not  sufficent for  the ana lyser  to de- 
duce that  the program is cons istent  and  terminates.  
For the sake of brevity, we omit the definition of this ordering. A formal definition may be found in 
Ref. 147l . 
~o In fact, it is possible to use more general linear expressions, possibly involving negative coefficient, and 
to prove that such expressions actually are positive at each procedure call. However, for simplicity, we 
only cons,.'der positive linear expressions in the rest of the paper. 
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To simplify the presentat ion,  we assume that the program we want  to analyse con- 
tains no mutual ly  recursive procedures.  Moreover ,  we assume that each recursive 
subcall occurr ing in tbe execution o f  a call descr ibed by some behav iour  (Bq,seq) 
can also be described by this behaviour .  We explain how these simplif ications can 
be removed in Section 4.3. For  space reasons, we omit  the correctness proo f  o f  
the analyser;  it can be found in Ref. [43]. 
4. !. Concrete semant ics  
The reasoning under ly ing the design o f  our  analyser  is based on the intuit ion that 
a Pro log procedure  is a funct ion mapp ing  every input subst i tut ion to a sequence o f  
(answer)  subst itut ions.  Proving the correctness o f  our  analyser  thus requires a (con- 
crete) semantics which formal izes this intuit ion (and yet is equivalent o Pro log op- 
erat ional  semantics).  In practice, we use the concrete semantics presented in Ref. 
[46]. It has been proven equivalent o Pro log operat iona l  semantics in Ref. [44]. Ac- 
tually, the correctness proo f  o f  the ana lyser  uses a simplif ied semant ic  character iza-  
t ion for term~aating executions, also given in Ref. [43]. This character izat ion is 
s impler because it has only to deal with finite sequences of  subst i tut ions while the 
semantics in Ref. [46] has also to consider  infinite and (so-called) incomplete se- 
quences. Observe that there is no vicious circle created by assuming that the program 
te~ ;~inates because the correctness proo f  o f  our  analyser  uses an inductior" on a well- 
founded relation over procedure calls; so we can a lways assume that the sub-calls ter- 
minate,  i.e., that our  s~,.~plified character izat ion applies. 
P rograms are assumed to be normal ized as follows. A normal i zed  program P is a 
nonempty  set o f  procedures  pr. A procedure  is a nonempty  sequence o f  clauses c. 
Each clause has the form h :- g where the head h is o f  the form p(Xj  . . . . .  X,,) and 
p is a predicate symbol  o f  ar ity n, whereas the body g is a possibly empty  sequence 
of  literals. A literal I is e:.ther a built-in o f  the form A',, = X,_,, or  a built- in o f  the form 
X~t =.I '(X,:  . . . . .  X,,,) where f is a functor  o f  ar ity n - ! ,  or  a procedure  call 
p(X,~ . . . . .  ,V,,,). n, The var iables occurr ing in a literal are all distinct; all clauses o f  a 
procedure  have exactly the same head; if a clause uses m different variables,  these 
var iables are X~ . . . . .  X,,,. We denote by .¢ the set o f  all predicate symbols  occurr ing 
in the program P. Var iables used in the clauses are called program t'arittbh, s and are 
denoted by Xi . . . . .  X,. . . . .  Obser, ,e that all p rograms can be rewritten into equivalent 
normal ized programs.  
The concrete semantics associates with every program P a total  funct ion f rom the 
set o f  pairs tO.p), where p is a predicate symbol  occurr ing in P and 
dora(O) = {-'Yt . . . . .  X,,}, where n is the ar i ty o fp ,  to the set o f  subst i tut ion sequences. 
In the res~ of  this section, we only consider input pairs tO, p) such that the execut ion 
o f  the call p(XI . . . . .  A;,)0 terminates and produces the (finite) sequence o f  answer  
subst i tut ions S. This fact is denoted by (O.p)~-.S in our  concrete semantics.  We 
, i For the sake of silrnplicity, once again, we do not explicitly consider other built-ins such as vat  or ± ~. 
nor negated literals, nor the cut. It is relatively straightforward to incorpocate such operations to our 
analyser (see the conclusion). 
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use similar notations for describing the execution oi 'a procedure pr, a clause c and a 
prefix of the body of a clause, denoted by (g, c). 
4.2. Abstract execution o f  a Prolog program 
Our analyser is based on a standard verification technique: for a given pro- 
gram, it analyses each procedure; for a given procedure, it analyses each clause; 
for a given clause, it analyses each atom. If an atom in the body of a clause is a 
procedure call, the analyser looks at the given behaviours to infer information 
about its execution. The analyser succeeds if, for each procedure and each behav- 
iour describing this procedure, the analysis of the procedure yields results tbat are 
covered by the considered behaviour. 
In this section, we describe how our analyser executes at the abstract level the 
clauses and the procedures of a given Prolog program. In the following, SBeh is a 
family of behaviours SBeh -- (Beht,)t,~ ,, containing exactly one behaviour Behp for 
each procedure name p E .~ (where .~ is the set of all procedure names occurring 
in the analysed program). 
4.2.1. Specification ~[" the abstract operations 
This section contains the specifications of the operations used for the abstract 
execution of a procedure. We suggest he reader to skip it at a first reading, and 
to refer to it whenever one of  these operations occurs in the next (sub)sections. In 
Section 5, the interested reader may find a detailed description of two main ab- 
stract operations in the context of the abstract domain of Section 3, namely 
UNIP_VAR and CONC. 
• EXTC(,",fl)--/iP is an operation that ~:v.lends the domain of fl to the set of all 
variables occurring in the clause c. The result is an abstract sequence B such 
that V0 E Cc(fl): (O,S)E Cc(B), where S is the sequence whose only element 
is the extension of the substitution 0 to the set of all variables of  c. 
- RESTRC(c, B) = B' is an operation that restricts the output domain of B (which 
is assumed to be the set of all variables occurring in the clause c) to the vari- 
ables occurring in the head of c. The abstract sequence B' must satisfy V(O,S) 
E Cc(B): (O,S')E Cc(B'), where S' is the seque:,++.ce obtained by restricting the 
substitutions of S to the variables of the head of c. 
• RESTRG( I ,B)= fl is tin operation that restricts the output domain of B to (a 
renaming of) the variables occurring in the literal /. The result is an abstract 
substitution fl satisfying V(O, S) E Cc(B), VO' E Subst(S): lY' E Cc([I). where try ' is 
a substitution obtained from tY in two steps: b.-= first restricting 0' to the vari- 
ables X,. t .... ,X~, of the literal I and then by renaming those variables to the 
standard ones (At ..... X,) in order to allow the execution of  the procedure 
the literal is a call oil 
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• EXTG(I, BI,B2) = B is an operat ion  comput ing  the effect o f  the execut ion o f  the 
l i teral l (which is give~l by  the abstract  sequence B2) on the abstract  sequence 
B~. In~Luvely ,  the effect o f  the execut ion o f  the l itteral 1 on 8t can be comput -  
ed as an ins tant ia t ion  b3' some subst i tut ion,  which yields B2 (when appl ied on 
RESTRG(I,B~)).  The  operat ;~n EXTG extends the effect o f  the instant iat ion  on 
the whole  sequence BI ( tak ing into account  necessary renaming  to avoid name 
clashes). 
• LOOKUP(fl,p, SBeh)= (success, Bo,t) is an operat ion  search ing Behp for an  ab- 
stract sequence B E Behp whose input  subst i tut ion is at least as general  as ft. 
I f  such an abstract  sequence exists, this operat ion  returns success = true and 
this abstract  sequence. Otherwise,  it returns success = fa lse,  and the value o f  
8o,, is unde|med.  The specif icat ion o f  LOOKUP can be written as 
success =:> 3se [ (B, se> 6 8ehp A fl <. input(B). 
. CHECK_TERM(I,B, se ) - - te rm is an operat ion  check ing if  the size (accord ing to 
se) of  the arguments  o f  a recursive call  given by the output  substi0tution o f  
8 is smal ler  than  the size o f  the arguments  o f  the head call. I f  the value term 
is true and the l iteral ! is p(X~, . . . .  ,X¢), then V(O,S)6  Cc(B).VO' 6Subst (S) ,  
se(( l lX, , t r l [ ,  . - . ,  II-~L0'll>) < se((llX, OII,..., liX,,01[>). 
- UNIF_VAR(f l )  = B executes the uni f icat ion X~ = X_, on the abstract  subst i tut ion 
ft. The  abstract  sequence 8 is such that,  for all 0 6 Cc(fl). and for all 
i re  mgu(XtO, X,_O), the tuple (0,(0tr)) be longs to Cc(8) ;  moreover ,  the tuple 
(0, ( ) )  be longs to Cc(B) whenever  Xi 0 and 2(,_0 are not unif iable.  An  imp lemen-  
tat ion o f  this operat ion  will be descr ibed in Section 5. 
• UNIF_FUNC( f l ,  f )=  8 executes the uni f icat ion Xt =f (X ,  . . . . .  X,) on the ab-  
stract subst i tut ion  fl, where n -  1 is the ar i ty o f . f .  Its specif icat ion is s imi lar  
to the prev ious one. 
- CONC(B I ,B2)= B concatenates  the abstract  sequence~ Bt and  B2 which must  
have the same input  abstract  subst i tut ion and the same output  domain .  The 
abstract  sequence B must  satisfy V(0, St) 6 Cc(BI), V(O, S~_) 6 Cc(B2), (0, St: : $2) 
Cc(B). An implementat ion  o f  this operat ion  is given in Sect ion 5. 
4.2.2. ,4bstract execution o f  a clause 
Let 
c =-- p (X I , . . . ,X , )  :- lj . . . . .  I~ 
be a clause o f  the program P and (B, se) be an e lement  o f  Behp. Let also 
fl~, = i ,put(B) be the input  abstract  subst i tut ion o f  B. The  execut ion o f  the c lause 
c for the input  abstract  subst i tut ion fl~, may be computed  as depicted below. 
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(#. , )p (x , , . . . , x . )  : -  (Bo) t , ,  (B , )  . . . ,  (Bk - , )  lk, (B~) . . . .  (B . -~)  t. (B, , )  . (Bo, . , )  
g: : - -  < > 
B'  -- EXTC(c, t im)  
R1 : R2  : 
( f l , . ,  g, c ) ,  > B' 
C;:-- h: --g 
(~ , . , . .  c) ~ B '  
B"  --" RESTRC(c, B') 
( f l i . ,  c) ~ B"  
g: :=g ' , l  
l : := Xi ,  = Xi~ 
( ,~ , . ,g ' , c )  , > B'  
#mter -- RRSTRG(I, B' )  
Bau= -- UBIF-VAR(f/mter) 
B"  = EXTG(/, B ' ,  Bau=) 
R3 : R4 : 
( f l , . ,g ,  c) ,  ~ B" 
g: :=g ' ,  l 
! : := X i ,  = f (X i~ . . . .  , X i .  ) 
(~m,g ' , c )  : > B'  
~/=.tcr = RESTRG(I, B ' )  
Baux = UNZF-FgNC(~tnter, f )  
B"  == EXTG(I, B ' ,  Bat,= )
(t~,., g, c) : .-  ~ B"  
g ::-- g' ,  l 
1 : :=q(X i , , .  • . ,  Xi .  ) 
q ~t p, where  p is the  pred icate  of  c 
~mt~ = ~STaa( t ,  B ' )  
(true, Bau= ) = L00KOP(flmte~, q, SBeh ) 
B" = EXTG(I, B', Bauz)  
R5 : R5'  : 
(~, . ,  g,c)  • ; B"  
g ::__ gl, l 
! ::=p(Xi,,..., Xi.) 
p is the  pred icate  of  c 
(~ , . ,a ' , c )  - .~B' 
fl~.,... = mZSTRG(I, B' )  
CHECK_TERM(I, B ' ,  se) -- t rue 
B"  : EXTG(I, B' ,  B )  
( f l .= ,g .c ) ,  > B"  
Let us now briefly descr ibe the rules depicted above.  
Ru le  R! init iates the abstract  execut ion o f  the clause by extend ing the input  sub- 
st i tut ion fli. to the set o f  all var iables in c. Rules R3, R4, R5 and R5' are used for ex- 
ecut ing the l iterals o f  the clause. Observe  that ,  for  each literal, only one rule amongst  
those may apply.  
First,  Rule R3 takes care o f  the uni f icat ions o f  the type "X~, = Xc.". In o rder  to 
obta in  the abst ract  sequence B". assoc iated to the program point  just  af ter  the uni- 
f ication, ['rom B". assoc iated to the program po int  just  before it. we use three abst ract  
operat ions :  RESTRG to obta in  an abst ract  subst i tut ion fli.t,.r whose domain  is 
{Xt,X2} (computed  f rom the abst ract  sequence B'); LTN£F_VAR to compute  the uni- 
f ication on fli,.cr; and EXTG to extend the effect o f  the unif icat ion on the whole  
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abst ract  sequence B'. This last step guarantees  that  all the var iab les  (in the subst i tu-  
t ion o f  B') whose  instant ia t ion  shares a var iable with the instant iat ion o f  X~. or  X~, 
will be correct ly  treated.  Rule R4 fol lows a very s imi lar process to execute funct ion 
unif icat ion.  
Ru le  R5 and R5' execute procedure  calls (either nonrecurs ive  or  recursive). In the 
case o f  R5 (nonrecurs ive  call), the effect o f  the procedure  call is obta ined  by searching 
SBeh for a descr ipt ion o f  the procedure  q. In the case o f  recursive calls, we impose 
that  two cond i t ions  are satisfied: first, we only al low recursive calls that  can be de.- 
scr ibed by the behav iour  current ly  ana lysed ([1~,,,,.,..< fl~,,) and second,  we require 
the recursive call to be strictly smal ler  (accord ing  to the size express ion given in 
the behav iour )  than  the initial call (this cond i t ion  is verified by CHECK T~IRM). I f  
those two assumpt ions  hold.  we s imulate the execm,t_,n o f  the recursive call by the 
in fo rmat ion  given in the behav iour  current ly  analysed.  I f  any o f  those tests fails. 
we give up the analys is  as we do not  possess enough in format ion  to go on safely. 
F inal ly,  Rule  R2 completes  the execut ion o f  the c lause c by restr ict ing the output  
subst i tut ions  descr ibed by B' to the var iables occurr ing  in the head of  c. 
4.2.3. Abst ract  execut ion  o.f a procethtre 
Let pr  --= ,-'~ . . . . .  c,. be a procedure  whose name is p. Its abst ract  execut ion can be 
summar ized  by the fo l lowing graph and rules. 
(f J . , )  cl (B1) 
(~in) ck (Bk) Bo., 
(/~.,,) c~ (B~) 
R6 : 
RT :  
pit" . . : i  C 
(/3.., c) ,  ~ B '  
(LT,n, p r )  ~-~ B '  
pr  : : " -  C, p r  t 
( lT i . .  c) , ~ B '  
(sJ.,, pr ' )  , > B"  
C0NC(B', B" )  = B" '  
(/Ji. , p r )  , ~ 13"' 
Rules R6 and R7 s imply assert that,  in o rder  to compute  the abst ract  execut ion o f  
a whole procedure ,  it suffices to compute  the abst ract  sequences given by each o f  its 
c lauses and to (abstract ly )  concatenate  those results. 
In order  to check that  the given set o f  behav iours  SBeh correct ly  descr ibes the ex- 
ecut ion o f  a program P,  the ana lyser  s imply verifies that,  for each behav ioura l  pair  
(B, se) at tached to a procedure  p, it is possible to deduce f rom Rules RI to R7 that  
<fli,,,pr)~-,B', where fli,, is the input  subst i tut ion o f  B and  pr  is the text consist ing o f  all 
the c lauses descr ib ing the procedure  p, and  that  the abst ract  sequence B' is more  pre- 
cise than B. 
4.3. Removhtg  the rest r ic thms o f  the atutl3'ser 
We conc lude this section by expla in ing how the simpiit~'ing hypotheses  about  the 
fo rm of  the program can be removed.  We do not discuss the t reatment  o f  addi t iona l  
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built- ins, such as test predicates and  the cut, nor  the t reatment  o f  negat ion,  since 
these issues ai'e addressed in the conclus ion.  Here,  we concent ra te  on how to deal  
with mutua l  recurs ion and with recursive calls using o ther  behav iours  than  the 
one that  is current ly  analysed.  
P rocedures  with recursive subcal ls that  may not  be descr ibed by the abst ract  se- 
quence used for  the input  call are in fact very s imi lar  (at the abst ract  level) to mutu-  
ally recursive procedures .  Indeed,  when such procedures  p are decomposed into 
several  proce~-'l ures pl . . . . .  p~ (with different names  but - near ly  - the same def init ion 
as p )  each o f  them assG:.:iated with one o f  the abst ract  sequences o f  Behp, these pro-  
cedures p , , . . . ,  p, are mutua l ly  recursive. 
Therefore ,  we first expla in how to treat  mutua l  recurs ion and,  a f terwards ,  we ex- 
plicit how ~o replace p: 'ocedures with subcal ls  that  cannot  be descr ibed by the ab-  
stract sequence o f  the il~put call by mutua l ly  recursive procedures .  
Mutual  recur~ion. I f  mutua l  recurs ion is a l lowed,  we have to add  a te rminat ion  
test based on the size express ions o f  all p rocedures  concerned by mutua l  recurs ion 
(above,  we only used such a te:~t for recursive procedures) .  So, i f  p and  q are 
mutua l ly  recursive procedures ,  if (Br ,sep)E  Behp and if  th~ execut ion o f  {O,p), 
where 0 E Cc(input(B~,)), uses a subcal l  {O',q), where O' can be descr ibed by 
(Bq, se,t) E Beh, t, we have to check (at the abst ract  level) that  se~(<llo~x~[I . . . .  , 
I t0 'x . , l l ) )  <se.(<lIOX, II . . . .  , t i0X, , [ l ) ) ,  where n and  m are respectively the arit ies 
o f  p and  q. This test ensures that  the mutua l ly  recursive procedures  will not  loop 
infinitely. 
In o rder  to use this method,  we must  ana lyse  the program to find out  all mutua l ly  
recursive procedures  or,  more  precisely, all pa i rs  o f  tr iplets ((p, B;,, set,), (q, B, t, Seq)) 
(with (Bp, sep) E Beh t, and (B, t, Seq) E Behq)  descr ib ing procedure  calls that  may use 
subcal ls  descr ibed by the other  one. The terminat ion  test should be real ized on ly  
when the tr iplets assoc iated with the subcal l  and  the head call are " 'mutual ly  recur-  
s i re" .  
Procedi~res with subcalls that cannot be described b), the abstract sequence o f  the hi- 
put call. Once the restr ict ion about  mutua l  recursiv ity has been removed,  it is quite 
easy to a l low recursive calls that  cannot  be descr ibed by the abst ract  sequence used 
for  the head call by creat ing several copies o f  the procedure  with different names  (one 
copy for  each abst ract  sequence given in SBeh) and replac ing the recursive calls by 
calls to one o f  these new procedures .  
More  precisely, let p be the name o f  a procedure  and  (Bi, se~) . . . . .  (B~, se~) be the 
e lements of  Behp. In o rder  to s impl i fy the presentat ion,  we assume that  the def init ion 
o fp  conta ins  only  one recursive call. We first compute  (using the abst ract  execut ion 
process descr ibed previously) ,  for each ( input)  abst ract  sequence Bk, which abst ract  
sequence By, can be used to solve the recursive call. A f te rwards ,  we create s proce-  
dures  named p~ . . . . .  p~ (we assume that  these names  are not  used), one  for  each ab-  
stract  sequence in Behp. Each pr,'~cedure p~ is def ined by the same text as p but  the 
recursive call p(Xi~ . . . . .  X~,,), found in the definit ion o f  p, is replaced by 
Pi~ (X~, . . . .  ,X~,) in the definit ion o f  Pk. Then,  we remove Beh e f rom SBeh and add 
Behp~ . . . . .  Behp~, where Behp~ = (Bk, sex.). 
So, instead o f  ana lys ing  a single procedure  where recursive calls are descr ibed by 
abst ract  sequences different f rom the one used as input,  we ana lyse several (possibly 
mutua l ly  recursive) procedures.  Once  all "mutua l ly  recursive'" tr iplets have been listed, 
we may be able to remove some terminat ion  tests for  the (s imply)  recursive procedure  
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that has been replaced and, thereby, extend the applicability of the analyser. For  ex- 
ample, if the execution of all calls described by the triplet t = (p, B, se) leads to subcalls 
that may be described by t' = (p, B', se') and if the execution of  calls described by t' 
never uses subcalls of  t, we may remove the termination test for t. 
5. Abstract operations 
The last ste~ ~o achieve in order to obtain an implementable analyser is to provide 
a pJ'actical definition of  all abstract operations used by the analyser. In this section 
we explain how we deal with a couple of operations. The same methodology can be 
applied to construct he whole operation set systematically. More specifically, we 
describe in details two main abstract operations, namely UNIF eAR and C0NC. Cor- 
rectness of their implementation has been proved in Ref. [43]. Note that these imple- 
mentations reuse (old) abstract operations from GAIA (see mainly [46,47}). We recall 
the specifications of  these operations but we omit their implementation. 
5.1. Unification o f  two variables 
The operation UNIF_VAR executes the built-ins X~ : Xj at the abstract level. The 
implementation is as follows: first, wc (re)use the old version of the operation, here 
called UNII~_VAR,,ta. to compute an abstract substitution if,,,, describing the result of  
X~ = X~ called with an abstract input subsutution ft. Then, in order to refine fl to the 
set of 0 6 Cc(fl) for which the unification succeeds, we establish a mapping (called 
structural mapping since it respects the structure of  the frame component) between 
the indices of  fl and the indices of  ff~,,,, representing the corresponding terms. This al- 
lows us to refine the information on modes, types, and patterns provided by fl, pro- 
ducing first" This is realized by operation REF,,:r. Finally. we derive constraints 
between the size of terms in fl'ref and if,,,,, as well as constraints on the number of so- 
lutions. 
5.1.1. Structural mapping 
A :structural mapping between two abstract substitutions i a mapping on the cor- 
responding indices preserving same-value and frame. 
Definition 5.1 (Structural ,napping). Let fl --- (sv,frm, ~) and f f  -- (sv', fr ,  n', ~') be two 
abstract substitutiens over I and I', respectively. A structural mapping between fl and 
ff (if it exists) is a function tr: 1 ~ 1' such that 
• VX e dom(fl), tr(sv(X))  -~ sv'(X); 
• k/i E 1. f rm( i )  = f ( i , , . . .  , i ,) =:> f rm'(tr( i ) )  ---- f ( t r ( i ] ) , . . .  , tr( i , )) .  
5.1.2. Old operations 
The operation UNI F_VAR is defined in terms of the operation UNI F_VARotd which 
is a slight generalization of the operation UNI F VAR defined in Ref. [47]. Hereafter, 
we recall the specification of UNIF_VAR,aa. 
Operation 5.2. Lr~fF_VARotd(fl) = (if, ss, s f ,  a', U). This operatioq unifies )(tO and 
X20 for all 0 6 Cc([J). We do not provide an implementation for it since it is similar 
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to Ref. [47] whose extension is discussed in Ref. [46]. The only novelty is that we ex- 
plicitly return the structural mapping tr and the set of  indices U. More  precisely this 
operat ion returns an abstract substitution fl', two boolean values ss and s f  specifying 
whether sure success or sure failure can be inferred at the abstract  level, a structural  
mapping tr between fl and if,  and a set of  indices U representing the set of  terms in 0 
whose norm is not affected by the instantiat ion. The latter will allow us to establish 
precise constraints between the size of  terms in ff~,~j and fro,,- 
Specification: Let fl be an abstract substitut ion over I with dom(fl) -- {XI,X2}. 
D-~IP_FARotd(Fl) returns a pseudo abstract substitution ff over I ', two boolean values 
ss and s f ,  a structural mapp:'ng tr : I --. I' and U C_ 1 such that: 
0 e Cc(B) ) f Oa e Cc(ff) 
tr 6 mgu(XlO, X20) 
<t,),~, q DECOMP(O, fl) I ~ ~ Vie  U ,  It',l[ = Ilt:~l] 
(si)i~l, 6 DECOMP(Oa, i f )  Vi q !, td; =-  St r ( i ) :  
ss = true =~ (VO e Cc(g) :XlO and A~0 are unifiable); 
s f  = o'ue ==v (VO E Cc(f l):XtO and X_,0 are not unifiable). 
5.!.3. Ref inement operations 
The operat ion REFr¢r refines the input a ts t ract  substitut ion fl into fl',~S" It is de- 
fined in terms o f  operat ions REFtv,, (which focuses on the frame component)  and 
REF, (which refines the ~ component) .  The three operat ions respect he same spec- 
ification given below for REFr,~r. 
Operation 5.3. REF,.r(flt, 13,_,t,'L:) = (if, tr'). ThL'; operat ion refines the abstract 
substitut ion fl~ by keeping substitut ions in Co(ill) that have at least an instance in 
Cc(&). 
Spe'cifieation: Let fll and fl, be two abstract substitut ions over Il and/2,  respective- 
ly, with do,,~.(fll) = dom(fl , )  and tri._, : Ii --~ ~ be a structural mapping between fll 
and f12- RE~'~f(fli, f12, try.2) produces an abstract substitut ion ff over I '  and a struc- 
tural mapping t r ' : l ' - - , I ,  between ff and f12 such that dom(f f )=dora( i l k )  
(k= 1,2), f f~<fl l  and 
0k e co(&)  (I, = I 2) 
02 <~ O, ' ~ O, e Cc( f f ) .  
J 
The implementat ion of  the three REI~ operat ions uses four simpler operat ions on 
modes and ':,r~s that we present first. The implementat ion o f  the first one has been 
described in Ref. [47]. 
Operat ion 5.4. EXTRM0r, M) = (Ml , . . . ,  M,) .  This operat ion computes the most 
precise modes o f  terms h , . . . ,  t,, when we know that the mode o f / ( t l  . . . . .  t,) is M. 
Specification: Let f be a function symbol o f  arity n and M 6 Modes. 
f (h ,  . . . , t , )  E Cc(M)  =~ ti E Cc(Mi) (l <~ i ( n). 
Operation 5.5. EXTRT(f,  T) = <Tl , . . . ,  T,). It is analogous to the previous one; it 
computes types instead o f  modes. 
Operation 5.6. UNIST,,,,(M) = M'. It appro 'dmates  the set of  terms ~-hat can .be in- 
stantiated to a term t e Cc(M) .  
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Specif icat ion:  Let M,  M'  E &lodes. The fo l lowing re lat ion holds: 
t E Co(M)  
t = tt~r f 
lmpleme;:  ¢~ation: 
=¢, t' E Cc(M' ) .  
M ,  = var i fM=var  
noground i f  M E {ngv, noground} 
3_ if  M =3_ 
any  otherwise.  
Operatior~ 5.7. UNISTo,(T ) = T'. It as the same speci f icat ion as the previous oper-  
at ion where T, T' E Types. 
bnp lementat ion :  
T' = anyl is t  i f  T E {l ist,  artylist} 
3_ i f  T =_1_ 
any  otherwise.  
Gperat ion  5.8. REP/~m(fll, f12, trl,2) : (/3', t / ) .  It refines the abstract  subst i tut ion fll 
on ly  us ing the f rame component  of/12. 
hnp lementat ion :  Const ruct  the sequence o f  in termediate  abstract  substitutio.. .  
[fl . . . .  f t . . .  and  structura l  mapp ings  tr ° . . . . .  t t J , . . ,  as fol lows. 
1. fl0 __ fll and  tr 0 = l r l ,  2. 
2. Assume given fli and the s*ructural mapp ing  tr': I i -~ 12- Suppose that there exists 
.i E I i such that moi( j )  <. novar,  f rmi ( j )  = under  and j)'m2(tr/(j')) - - f (k t , . . . ,  k,) .  
Then ff+l and tt ~+l are def ined by: 
. I i+ l  = I i U { j l ,  . . . .  j ,}  where  j l ,  . . . .  j ,  are d is t inct  new indices;  
o SUi-I I : .~,oi 
" j im i+! = ~ 'm i U {j~'--~.f(.i'! . . . . .  j , , )} ;  
• tr i+i =: tr i U {jl~-*kl . . . . .  j,,~-*k,,}; 
• mo~+l(j ") = rod( j )  for all j E P and  (moi+l(J' l) . . . . .  moi+t ( j . ) )  = 
EXTRM( f  , moi ( j)  ); 
• ty i+! ( j) = tyiCi) for all i E 1 i and 
• ( ty i+t ( j ' l ) , . . . , ty ' ' ( ] , , ) )  =: EXTRT(f ,  ty ( j ) ) ;  
• ps ~+l =ps~U{O' l ,k ) l  I ~ {1 . . . . .  n J ,mo i+ l ( j t )  #grozo ld , ( j ' , k )  Eps i} .  
3. Otherwise,  fl' = ff  and tr' = tP. 
Operat ion  5.9.  RE~',(f lt ,f l~_,trl . ,_)= ( f f , tr ' ) .  It refines fit only  cons ider ing the ~t 
component  o f  [I 2 . 
lmp lenwntat ion :  The implementat'_.on is as fol lows: 
[p  - -  I I 
SU 1 - -  SV I 
f rm'  = f rml  
mo'( i )  -- tool (i) D1UNTST(mo2(tr i .2( i ) ) )  
t)/( i)  = tyl( i )  Fq UNIST( ty2( t r l .2 ( i ) ) )  
ps' -- psi 
t /  -- trÁ 2. 
for a l l iE l '  
for all i E I' 
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Operation 5.10. REFret'(fl,, f12, trL2) -- ( i f ,  It'). It combines the two refinement op- 
erations defined above. 
Implementat ion:  
(f13, tr3.2) -- REFtv,, (fl I , fl2, trl.2) 
(fl',t,~> = Rmv~(/~3, fl2,,~.~2). 
5.1.4. Unification o f  two varmbles 
We are now in posit ion to define UNIF VAR. 
Operation 5.11. UNII~_VAR(fl) = B' 
Specification: Let fl be an abstract substitut ion such that dom(f l ) - -{Xt ,X2} .  
UNIF_VAR(fl) computes a pseudo abstract sequence B' such that: 
o ~ Cc(fl) } 
tr E mgu(XtO, X~O) => (0, < Oa >) 6 Cc(B')  
o ~ Ce(fl) } 
..gu(X,O.X20) = 0 ~ (0, < >> e Cc(a'). 
hnplementat ion:  Let (fl,,,,, tr, ss, s f ,  U) = ONIF_VAR,,td(fl). The pseudo abstract se- 
quence B' = (if/,,, ff,.,.r, fl,;,,,,E'~+.r-,,,,,E',+,t) is defined by 
f /n  - -  f l  
K. ,  -- ~,,,., 
(fl'r,:r, tr~.:r_o.,) = (ffii,,, tr) if" ss 
(A_, undef )  if s f  
REF~,:t (#~,,, fl,;,,,, tr) if -~ss and -~sf 
E~'..q_~,,, = _1_ if s f  
{~-~z(inr,:r(i) ) -- sz(ino,,(tr~,:f_o.,(i)) )]]: 
i E D~,,_r,q(U) } otherwise 
E',,, = {~sot = l]]} i f  ss 
_1_ if s f  
{[[0 ~< so i l ,  ~sol ~< 1 ~} if -~ss and --,sf, 
where the structural  mapping tro,_~,:f is a canonical inclusion. The following commu-  
tative d iagram is satisfied by tr+ .... :r, trr,.r_o,, and the injections inr,i and ino,,. 
UC_ I=I ' .  
trin_rey Itre f trrey_out . I~,++. 
inout 
1" 4 + I'.~ 
Remark  5.1. The precision of  operat ion UNII~_VAR can be improved with a 
reexecution strategy (see. e.g.. [48]): in the case where ss and # 'are  both false, we can 
reapply the unification operat ion to the abstract substitut ion ff,,f computed by 
REFr~.I. It may hapgen that the new abstract unification surely succeeds, al lowing us 
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to derive better in format ion on the number  o f  solutions. This improvement  is needed 
to obtain opt imal  precision on the example of  Section 2. 
5.2. Concatenation o f  two abstract sequences 
The second operat ion we present is the concatenat ion operat ion 00N0. It is the 
counterpart  for abstract  sequences of  the operat ion lJNr01q, used in Re['. [47], which 
simply collects the in format ion provided by two abstract subst itut ions into a single 
one. In fact, the operat ion 00N0 is similar to IJNIOIq for all but one component ,  
namely E.,.ot; this is because the number  o f  solutions of  a procedure is the sum of  
the numbers o f  solutions of  its clauses, not  an "upper  bound"  of  them. To obtain 
a good precision in the computat ion  of  Esol, it is important  to detect mutual  exclu- 
sion of  clauses [9,46]. In our  implementat ion,  we generalize this idea. First, we com- 
pute the greatest lower bound of  the fl~,.s component  o f  the two abstract sequences. 
Then, we compute  the sum o f  the numbers o f  solut ions for this greatest lower bound 
only. In part icular,  when the greatest lower bound is equal to _1_, the clauses are ex- 
clusive, and no sum is computed:  we only collect the numbers  o f  solut ions of  the two 
clauses. 
The implementat ion of  00Iq0 is complex but can be explained in a concise way 
through the use 07 special operat ions called constrained mappings that we present 
first. Some auxi l iary operat ions are also described. 
5.2.1. Constra ined mappings 
Constra ined mappings have been introduced in Ref. [49] as a formal ism to manip-  
ulate indices. We give below a general definition o f  constrained mappings.  This is a 
relaxation o f  the not ion proposed in Ref. [49]. The reader can find the implementa- 
tion for the size domain  in Ref. [43]. 
Definition 5.2 (Constra ined mappings).  Let I and I '  be two finite sets o f  indices and 
tr : 1 ---* I' be a function. The concrete constrained mapping of  tr is the pair o f  dual  
functions, tr>,: g~(,~-t) __~ ~j(.~--r) and r <" gj(,~,-r t , .  )---, ~:~(.~-i) defined below. For  all 
~:~'! ! '  
~;t E ga(,.~ ) and ')".!' E ~a(,Y- ), 
t,..>(~:,) : {(s,>,~,, ~ .~-"13<t,>,~, ~ x , :v i  ~ l .s,~,~ : t ,},  
tr<. (Yv ,) = {( t i ) i s ,  E .~-'13<si)ie,, E Zt , :V i  E l , t ,  = s,~t,)}. 
Let At and At, be tvo  abstract  domains  approx imat ing o(/~ -t) an,~._ ~. ...  ,-t ~t ' ) ,  respective- 
ly, with concret izat ion funct ions Cc. An (abstract) constrained mapping is any sound 
approx imat ion  tr >: A/ ---* At, and tr <: At, ---* At of  a concrete one, i.e., 
VOlt E At,'tr~(Cc(oq)) C_ Cc(tr>(ott)), 
Vat, At,, tr. ,Cc(Tt,) C Cc(tr  < (at,)). 
5.2.2. Auxi l iary operations 
Let us introduce some auxil iary operations. 
Operat ion 5.12. LIJB(fl I, fl:) = (if, trl, tr2). This operat ions returns a pseudo-ab- 
stract subst itut ion ff = fl~ u fl,_ and two structura~ mappings tr~ between ff and ilk, 
i.e., trk : 1' ---* Ik (k = 1,2). 
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Operat ion  5.13. EXT_LUB(# I, f12) = (i f ,  tr,, tr2,st). It returns  i f ,  tr,, tr2 as above  
and  a boo lean  value, st, such that  st = true implies that  ff  is .a strict un ion,  i .e.,  
c~(ff) = c~(#,) u c~(#2). 
Operat ion  5.14. GLB(/~I, #2) = ( i f ,  trl,tt~). This operat ions  returns  a pseudo-ab-  
stract  subst i tut ion #' =/~t  m #2 and two st ructura l  funct ions  tr~ between #k and  #', 
i .e.,  tr~ : I~ --* I' (k = I, 2). 
Operat ion  5.15. SUM~,,,(E~, E , )  = E'. Th is  operat ion  is used to express the length o f  
a sequence obta ined  by concatenat ing  two other  sequences.  
Specif ication: Let I be a set o f  indices and Ek E Sizest+(,,,n (k -- 1,2). SUM, o , (E I ,E , )  
returns E' E Sizest+l,,t! such that  
(m ),.~,+~o,j e Cc(E~) (k= 1,2) 
I "~ " .~ = n7 = m(, e I) ~ (n~),~,+I,.o, j 6 Cc(E'). 
I 
nsot = n sot + n~.ol 
Implementat ion:  Let sol,  and $012 be tWO new variables.  
e '  = t~ot (e , [~ot~sot , ]  O ~[sot~sot , _ ]  U {~sot = sot,  + sot ,A} ). 
where  tr.,ot : I + {sol} --* I +{so l ,  sol i  ,sol._} is the canonica l  injection, and  
E~[sol~--~sol~] is the set o f  ( in )equat ions  obta ined  by syntact ical ly  replac ing every oc- 
currence o f  sol  by sol~ in E~. 
5.2..3. Concatenat ion o f  two abstract  sequences 
We are now in posit ion to descr ibe in detai ls  the concatenat ion  operat ion  OONO. 
Operat ion  5.16. OONC(B,, B_.) -- B'. This  operat ion  is used to concatenate  the (ab-  
stract)  results obta ined  f rom the execut ion o f  a procedure  and  a clause. 
Specif ication: Let Bk -- (fit,,, t~.t , ~o,,,,,, E~<t_o.,, E'.,~t) (k = 1,2) be two abst ract  
sequences with dom,, , , , (Bt)= domo.,(B._). CONC(BI,B._) returns  a pseudo abst ract  
sequence B' = (~,,, ff..r, l~,.,,,E'.~t. ,,.,,E~,,t) such that  dom~,,(B') = dom~,,(B~). 
dom,,,,(B') = domo,,t(B~) (k = I, 2) and  
(O,S,> e Cc(B,) } S_,) ~ Cc(B') 
(0. $2) e Cc(B..) -~ <0, S,: : 
hnplernentat ion:  The implementat ion  is def ined as fol lows: 
g 
tr~" gzl¢g 
-- [3i. 
= EXT_T.tm(#L,.. #' . ,  ) 
= uTB(#L,,  # i , )  
. , tr,',,.) < E I ~ ~ )< ", = (tr;et + (ret-~,,,,) t_l (07,. t + ,~,,, (Er~t_,,.,) 
(tr',~, + {sot~sot} ) < (EL,)u 
q, .<  
(t,7~, + {sol.-.sol}) (E;,,,)u 
(try,,, + {sol~sol})<(SUr&o,(-~,,,.~",,.,)) 
(trY.. t + {sol~sot} )<(Ei,)u 
(t~¢, + {so l~so l} )< (E~,,,)U 
< - - I  --'~ 
(tr,,,, + {so/~-~sol}) (SUm,,,(Ejo,,E~,~,,,))U 
tr#o,(~sot = o~) 
i f  st 
i f  -'st, 
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where 
(/~,,,, tr],,,, o;,,,)~ --GLB (/J~'~:r' ]~-',:t ) ]" 
lz,,,,-" ---- (tr],,, + {sob-- ,sol})> (E~,,t) 
E?,,~ -- (t~,, + {so l~so i} )  (Z,~)  
and tr,,,t : {sol} ---, I 'T  + {sol} is the canonical injection. The structural mappings 
tr ~-,.er, o~,,, (i~ = 1 ,2) and o;-,,, satisfy the following commutat ive  diagram: 
I 1 
trite ,'el tr~,, 
/ trint 
I~ 4 ~ l , . t  
-2 
Ire f 
The least upper bound operator  LA between ( in)equation systems is implemented as 
convex union (see Ref. [69]). 
6. Related works 
Logic program analysis has attracted so many researchers in the last decade that it 
is not possible to give a comprehensive account of  all interesting works related to 
ours. We focus on some of  them, which can be integrated (at least partial ly) in an 
implementat ion of  our  analyser. 
6.1. Logic  p rogram construct ion and  trerification with Pro log 
A methodology to verify the correctness of  Prolog programs based on the theory 
of  logic programming and a number  of  addit ional  arguments has been proposed by 
K.R. Apt in Ref. [3]. The emphasis  is on elegant methods which are not fully 
automatab le  but can be applied straightforwardly "'by hand" .  Terminat ion proofs 
for logic programs executing using the Prolog search rule is a prerequisite for the 
other aspects of  the methodology but we delay the discussion of  this topic to the next 
section entirely devoted to termi.nation. Assuming terminat ion,  other desirable prop- 
erties such as (partial) correctness, occur-check freedom, absence of  run-t ime errors 
(for ar ithmetic predicates), and absence of  f loundering (for negated atoms) are estab- 
lished: occur-check freedom and absence of  f loundering can be verified by a syntactic 
analysis establishing that the program is well moded (or alternatively, but for occur- 
check only, nicely moded).  Occur-check freedom and absence of  f loundering can be 
verified by our analyser thanks mainly to the mode and possible sharing compo- 
nents. ~2 Howevec, still better results could be obtained by enhancing the domain 
with a l inearity component .  General ly speaking, our approach is more powerful than 
the syntactic haracter izat ions given by well moded and nicely moded programs be- 
i_, Other components may improve the precision of mode and sharing information. 
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cause we can reason "'inside'" the terms bound to program variables. Absence of run- 
time errors is verified in Apt's approach by resorting to (a limited form of) direction- 
al ;ypes [1]. The same information can be det'.~ved by our analyser if the type compo- 
nent of the abstract domain is extended with information about numbers and ground 
arithmetic expressions. 
Another methodology for Prolog program construction based on the logic pro- 
gramming paradigm has been proposed by Dcviile in Ref. [32]. This methodo lo~ 
consists of three main steps: elaboration of a specification, construction of a logic 
description, and derivation of a Prolog procedure. The third step of the methodology 
involves a number of checks relative to the modes and the types of the arguments, 
the number of solutions to the procedure, and termination. Our analyser is strongly 
connected to Deville~s proposal since our notion of  abstract sequence is able to ex- 
press the mode and multiplicity information of Deville's specification scheme Our 
proposal eve~i mprtwes on Deville's by allowing us to specify structural and sharing 
information. Our treatment of types and termination is however not able to support 
the methodology in full generality because, in Deville's approach, types are arbitrary 
sets of terms and termination proofs may use arbitrary well-founded relations. Pre- 
vious attempts to partially automate Deville's methodology have been made in the 
project FOLON [37]. The analyser described here can be viewed as an improvement 
of the FOLON analysers presented in Refs. [23,24], which are only based on the ab- 
stract substitution otion and are unable to deal with termination, multiplicity, and 
term size relations. A more refined analyser, which includes multiplicity and termi- 
nation analysis, has finally been presented in Ref. [14]. It can be seen as a preliminary 
version of  the analyser proposed in this paper. 
6.2. Termhtat ion amdys& o f  h~gic programs 
Termination analysis of logic programs has received a lot of attention in the last 
few years (see Rel: [25] for a detailed survey). So, once again, we restrict our discus- 
sion to a few selected works. 
The most general approach to proving termination of  Prolog programs is proiaa- 
bly the one of Deville [32]. It basically consists of proving that recursive calls to a 
procedure are strictly decreasing with respect o some well-founded relation. A draw- 
back of this approach is that it can be cumbersome to apply it "'by hand,"  because it 
requires to explicitly reason about the execution of the procedure, according to Pro- 
log operational semantics. 
Thus, simpler methods have been investigated, the most fundamental of  which are 
due to Apt, Bezem, and Pedreschi [2,4-6]. They noticeably introduce the classes of 
acceptable and ~emi-acceptable programs which are guaranteed to terminate accord- 
ing to Prolog search rule, for a large class of  queries (i.e., bounded queries). Such 
programs are characterized through the existence of a level mapping,  which maps lit- 
erals to natural numbers, and of a model I such that (roughly speaking) the level 
mapping of literals resnecting the model decreases through embedded procedure 
calls. The simplicity of the method comes from the consideration of  a model which 
relieves us of reasonil,d about Prolog operational semantics. The limitation to 
bounded queries (i.e., queries whose level mapping is bounded under ground instant- 
iation) has been relaxed by Bossi, Cocco, and Fabris, who reason on terms that are 
rigid, i .e • who~ norm is invariant under any instantiation [7,8], 
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The previous methods cannot be fully automated since they involve finding a 
model and a level mapping for the program. Nevertheless, everal (incomplete) au- 
tomatic methods have been shown able to prove the termination of interesting class- 
es of programs. The methods proposed ~y Ullman and Van (3elder [63], Pliimer [58- 
60], and De Schreye and Verschaet~c [65-67] amounts to derive an interargument re- 
lation on the sizes of the arguments of  a procedure and to using it to prove, that the 
size of some argument decreases through recursive calls. In these methods, the inter- 
argument relation can be seen as a model of the procedure and can be inferred by 
means of bottom-up abstract interpretation. The size of arguments i however fixed 
by an a priori given norm. Further works by Decorte, De Schreye, and Fabris have 
addressed the issue of inferring norms automatically [30,31]. 
The analyser that we presented in this paper can be seen as a partial implementa- 
tion of Deville's approach because we use size relations between input and output 
terms without requiring term rigidity or similar conditions. For instance, our analys- 
er can prove the termination of  the following impure Prolog procedure, for any pos- 
sible input: 
c lose(X) :  - vat (X) ,  X= [ ] .  
c lose(X) :  - nonvaz(X) ,  X :  [HIT] ,  c lose(T) .  
Nevertheless, our use of norms is less general than Deville's use of arbitrary well- 
founded relations. 
6.3. Abstract  interpretation and logic program analysis 
The design of our analyser is based on the methodology of  abstract interpretation 
[10,18,20]. More specifically, we reuse the approach (and actually part of  the code) of 
the system GAIA  [47]. There are however ~wo major differences be~,'een our anatyaer 
and GAIA .  First, an analysis with GAIA  (or with other similar systems (e.g., PLA I  
[56]) based on abstract interpretation frameworks uch as [10,41,52,53,57]) operates 
on a complete program P and an (abstract) description of a top level goal. The sys- 
tem then explores the whole code of P and performs fixpoint computations to handle 
recursive calls. On the contrary, our analyser deals with each procedure of  the pro- 
gram separately and exploits user-provided information to "solve" the literals of a 
clause (except unification and other built-in predicates). Second, the notion of ab- 
stract sequence that we use is more elaborated than the abstract substitution otion 
used in the various applications of GAIA  (e.g., [16,17,47,48,64]). A simpler notion cf  
abstract sequence has been introduced in GAIA  recently [9,45,46] but it is less con- 
venient than ours to express relations between input terms, output terms, and the 
number of solutions to a goal as well as to detect mutual exclusion of clauses. 
The abstract domain for substitutions that we use in this paper is related to the 
abstract equation system (AES) introduced in Ref. [40] by 3anssens, Bruynooghe, 
and lVlt~lkers. ~3 The structural description of the terms associated with the program 
variables is equivalent in both domains: in Pat (~) ,  it is expressed by the same-value 
and frame components while, in the domain AES, abstract equations associating ev- 
ery program variable with an "'abstract" term are used. A noticeable conceptual dif- 
,3 Note however that the first definition of Pattern [55] is anterior to the definition of AES. 
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ference between the two domains lies in the interaction between the structural  de- 
scription and the information given by the other components:  in the domain AES, 
such intormat ion is given only for the "'leaves" (i.e., the abstract variables, represent- 
ing the subterms whoee structure is not known),  while, in Pat (~) ,  the part,,:cular 
component  describes all indices (i.e., all subterms of  the terms of  the substitutions). 
Keeping informat ion about  all indices eases the construct ion ~f abstract operat ions 
[16] and, for some domains,  increases the precision o f  the abstractior..  14 Moreover,  if 
all it, dices are described, the "General ise'" operat ion o f  the domain AES reduces to 
an inverse constraint mapping (as it is no longer necessary to propagate this infor- 
mat ion to all indices). The generic domain Pett( :~) is thus based on a representat ion 
that is closer to the implementat ion (of the abstract domain):  operat ions on this do- 
main can be easily translated to algorithms, thereby simplifying the correctness proo f  
o f  an implemented system. Finally, if the cost is too high to keep informat ion about  
all indices, or ff it does not improve the precision of  the information,  it is possible to 
work only with leaves and to compute descriptions for all indices only when it is 
needed (e.g., before applying constraint mappings). 
A similarity can also be seen between our work and the type, mode, and determin- 
ism system encapsulated in the programming language Mercury [61]. In fact, as al- 
ready ment ioned in the introduction,  informat ion like modes and types is crucial in 
every logic program analysis and a language aiming at incorporat ing opt imizat ion 
needs to deal with them. In practice, our  pattern and type components  are less ex- 
pressive than Mercury type system but, conversely, determinism in Mercury does 
not benefit from size relations which results in an a priori less precise multipl icity 
analysis. Thus an analyser similar to ours could be integrated to Mercury condit ional  
to a (substantial)  improvement o f  the type component .  (Techniques imilar to Ref. 
[17] could be applied.) Such an analyser should then outper form the current Mercury  
analyser both for determinacy analysis and ~ermination. Furt~ermore,  our  analyser 
could alternatively be used to transform pure untyped logic programs into Mercury 
programs (not into Prolog). 
Another  interesting relation can be seen with papers on declarative debugging [13] 
and even more with recent proposals on integrating verification and abstract inter- 
pretat ion techniques in a uniform, more general setting [36,50], All these proposals 
are mainly based on the assertion (precondit ion-postcondit ion)  approach by Dra- 
bent and Maluszinsky [33]. The novelty of  our apnroach is that the notion o f  ab- 
stract sequences allows us to characterize "success "" input substitut ions (by means 
o f  ~-~r) and to deal with global informat ion relating input and output  substitut ions 
(e.g., size relations) explicitly. 
6.4. Automat ic  complex i ty  analysis o f  logic p rograms 
Automatic, complexity analysis [27] is useful for ~tttomatical ly tuning the task 
granular i ty in parallel executions o f  logic programs [28]. It can be used also to select 
the most efficient Prolog version o f  a logic procedure [!4]. Our  anaiyser is able to ver- 
ify precise relations between the sizes of  the arguments  and the number  of  solutions 
t4 E.g., it is not possible to deduce information about he linearity of terms of the form f(t l ,  t2) from the 
sole assertion that t~ and t2 are linear terms. 
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to a Prolog procedure. Thus it can be used as a basis for an automat ic  omplexity 
analysis imilar to Ref. [27]. The work in Ref. [27] is not based on abstract interpr- 
etation but instead it exploits general knowledge about  logic programs; different size 
not ions are used corresponding to different ypes (e.g., lists, integers) and the relation 
between the number  of  solutions and the size of  terms is expressed by means of  dif- 
ference equations; finally, this work assumes a number  of  pre l iminary analyses. In 
our approach,  all analyses are performed at the same time and may interact, which 
theoretical ly allows more precise analyses. However, in order to compete with [27], 
our abstract domain  needs to be improved further to deal with mult iple norms and 
difference quations. 
7. Conclusion and future works 
In this paper, we have presented a generic analyser for pure Prolog, designed ac- 
cording to a verif ication approach.  The analyser is based on a notion of  abstract se- 
quence, which is expressive enough to model most semantic properties of  terminat ing 
Prolog programs. Addit ional ly  to the description of  the analyser, a complete domain  
of  abstract sequences has been presented. This domain  al lows us to derive all k inds 
of  in format ion that are useful for Prolog program verification, in a single analysis: 
modes, types, sharing, sizes, determinacy,  and multipl icity. The domain  has never- 
theless ome l imitations, main ly  with re:,pect o types. We also have described the im- 
p lementat ion of  two main  operat ions over the domain  in order to demonstrate how 
such operat ions can be designed. Finally, we have compared our approach to a num- 
ber o f  other works relative to Prolog program verif ication and construction, termi- 
nat ion analysis of  logic programs,  abstract interpretat ion and abstract domains,  
automat ic  omplexity analysis, as well as to the analyser o f  the new logic language 
Mercury. Thus, in our opinion,  this paper contains uffic;.ent material  to al low an im- 
p lementor  bui ld ing a practical system in which state-of-the-art techniques of  Prolog 
program verif ication can be integrated. 
A l though our analyser has been presented for pure Prolog, it can be readily ex- 
tended to deal with most non pure features of  Prolog. We have incidental ly men 
tioned how this can be done in the previous sectior~s. Now, we summarize this 
issue. Ar i thmetic  built-ins, such as i s  and <, and test predicates, such as var  and 
ground,  can be handled without addit ional  coding by providing behaviours captur- 
ing their operat ional  semantics. (Unif icat ion could also be handled by means of  a set 
o f  behaviours but, due to the ubiquitous character of  this operation, such a treat- 
ment would be inaccurate.) The treatment of  the cut requires to enhance the concrete 
and abstract domains  with so-called "'cut in format ion"  in the style of  Refs. [9,45,46]; 
such a treatment can be integrated in our analyser,  since it is based on the same con- 
crete semantics. Furthermore,  as negation by failure is easy modeled through the cut, 
it can also be handled simply. Some Prolog systems include a "'non f lounder ing" test 
to ensure that negated atoms are executed safely. So;oh a test can be performed stat- 
ically in our analyser thanks to the mode and possible shar ing components.  The oc- 
cur-check can be treated by the same means. Nevertheless, other aspects of  some 
Prolog systems such as the " 'dynamic predicates" asser t  and re t rac t  cannot 
be handled by our analyser;  neither can other treatments of  negation such as delay- 
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ing non ground negated atoms. We are aware of  no r igorous methods to verify pro- 
grams using these features, however. 
We are currently complet ing an implementat ion of the analyser based on the do- 
main presented in this paper. In fact, we have been able to reuse most o,f the code of  
GAIA [47] but we still have to implement he operat ions on the size components  
based on the polyhedron l ibrary of  Wilde [69]. Our  next task will be to apply the an- 
alyser to the verification of  a significant number  of  Prolog programs. A further step 
will be to extend the analyser with more powerful abstract domains  for types [17,39], 
sharing [38], and l inearity [62]. 
In addit ion to the implementat ion of a complete analyser, var ious appl icat ions of  
it will be investigated. First, we will go back to the problem of  deriving correct Pro- 
log implementat ions of purely declarative descriptions. More  specifically, we will in- 
vestigate var ious logic description (or program) classes which can be obtained by 
inductive [34] or deductive [1 !,35,42,68] synthesis. Fol lowing the general idea o f  
Ref. [32], we will investigate how our analyser can be used to prove that some Prolog 
translat ion of  such logic descriptions correctly implements the intended meaning of  
the descriptions according to the correctness criteria proposed by the authors  o f  
Refs. [34,35], respectively. This will require to integrate the correctness criteria and 
our behaviour notion into a convenient specification schema similar to Ref. [32]. Sec- 
ond, we will extend our analyser to perform an automat ic  omplexity analysis in the 
spirit of  Re['. [27]. Such an analysis can be seen as a relatively stra ightforward by- 
product of  our  analysis o f  the number  of  solution to a procedure. Best-case and 
worst-case analyses are both obtainable since our component  E~,,t provides lower 
and upper bounds to the number  of  solutions. Finally, our  ult imate goal will be 
to derive the most efficient version of  a Proiog procedure automatical ly  thanks to 
the results of  the complexity analysis. 
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